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ABSTRACT 

In "A Critique of Two Objective Probability Theories," 

I examine two extensionalist approaches to the analysis of objective 

probability, arguing ultimately that neither can succeed as analyses 

of objective probability. 

Beginning with extensional frequency analyses, I first examine 

the limiting frequency interpretation of Reichenbach and Salmon, 

arguing that it is unacceptable as it (1) fails to handle the single 

case -- providing no basis for assigning a value other than 0 or 1; 

and (2) fails to provide a unique value for the probability as a limit 

of an infinite sequence -- the problem of randomness. I further argue 

that references to "natural sequences" as a means of avoiding these 

problems must fail due to an interesting difficulty derived from 

special relativity. Turning next to Kyburg's finite frequency inter

pretation, I claim th~t while it incorporates certain gains within 

the extensional approach, it still succumbs to variations of the same 

problems inherent in the Reichenbach/Salmon interpretation. Kyburg's 

proposal, furthermore, is too narrow, not sufficiently encompassing 

the concept of objective probability desired. I conclude with an 

argument to the effect that no extensional frequency interpretation is 

able to provide an acceptable analysis of scientific conceptions of 

chance. 

I next consider a "propensity" interpretation provided by 

Mellor, which purports to provide an extensionalist analysis of 
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objective chance on the basis of partial beliefs -- i.e., a personalist 

framework. I argue that this approach fails because the dispositional 

(propensity) basis is an ad hoc addendum to what turns out to be merely 

a personalist theory. I then consider various alterations of Mellor's 

approach, with the conclusion that no such personalist-based approach 

is viable as an analysis of objective probability. I also examine 

Mellor's notion of dispositions, arguing that it is too deterministic, 

and that it must be replaced by a statistical notion better adapted 

to probabili ty. 

Finally, these several considerations are taken both as a 

motivation for intensional frequency and propensity approaches, and 

as identifying certain pitfalls that any approach must guard against. 

In view of these findings, a rough outline of what would constitute 

an acceptable intensional frequency or propensity interpretation is 

indicated. 



CHAPTER ONE 

A PROJECT CIRCUMSCRIBED 

This dissertation is part of a larger project, the ultimate 

goal of which is to establish some particular intensional interpreta

tion as the only acceptable interpretation of objective chance. 

I would like to be able to say more about this interpretation, but I 

don't know much about it at this point. I can say more about the 

overall project, however: it should consist, I think, of a detailed 

survey and criticism of the objective probability theories that rival 

this interpretation; it should also include a detailed positive account 

of intensional probabilities, assembled in part from the lessons 

gleaned in the survey of rival theories. With regard to the second 

aspect of this project, the need for a positive account is obvious; 

with regard to the first aspect, several considerations suggest its 

need as well. First, while pro~ensity theorists, for example, have 

been in general agreement over the inadequacy of extensional fre~uency 

interpretations, their dismissal of these has appeared too facile. 

It seems to me that a more careful and constructive criticism is owed 

the extensionalist position. Further, if such a careful criticism is 

neglected, the same kinds of mistakes may reappear in the new inter

pretation. Finally, the extensional frequency theories may help 

indicate the proper role extensional frequencies no doubt play in any 

theory of objective probability. 

1 
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The number of rival theories is quite large; a certain economy 

in this project can nevertheless be obtained if kinds of rival theories, 

rather than each specific rival theory, can be evaluated. There are 

two very general kinds of such theories to consider: the extensional 

and the intensional theories; the latter are often loosely termed 

"propensity" theories. We must be more precise, for intensional 

theories themselves come in two kinds: intensional frequency theories, 

and intensional single ~ theories. Let us therefore reserve the 

term "propensity" for the latter single case theories; "intensional 

frequency theories" will do for the former. In view of these distinc

tions, the earlier points may be seen as emphasizing the evaluation of 

extensional theories prior both to choosing between specific intension

al frequency or propensity theories. A more manageable but still 

valuable subproject could thus evaluate the kinds of extensional 

theories alone; it is to this subproject that the present dissertation 

is dedicated. Specifically, we will examine, and dismiss, two dis

tinctive approaches to the analysis of objective probability. The 

first approach to be considered is that of the most firmly entrenched 

objective probability analyses -- the extensional frequency approach. 

Within this approach, a probability is defined either as a relative 

frequency in a finite sequence, or as the limit of a relative frequen

cy in an infinite sequence. The Reichenbach/Salmon interpretation 

constitutes a specific version of the latter form; Kyburg's theory of 

epistemoiogical probability, construed as a finite extensional fre

quency interpretation, constitutes an example of the former. While 
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these two theories differ in important specific respects from each 

other, they both appear unacceptable for similar general kinds of 

reasons. Despite these reasons, however, we may nevertheless discover 

that certain unsettling intuitions remain in apparent support of the 

extensional frequency approach; in Chapter Three, such intuitions are 

explored in terms of the epistemic/objective and determinism/indetermi

nism distinctions. As a result of these latter considerations, I 

conclude that no kind of extensional frequency interpretation is 

adequate to explicate the strongly intensional character of certain 

probability or chance statements. 

In Chapters Four and Five, I turn to a recent extensional 

single ~ interpretation offered by Mellor, purporting to provide 

an analysis of objective chance on the basis of partial beliefs -

i.e., a personalist framework. There are several reasons for examining 

this rather distinctive theory. First, it represents a novel, non

frequentist attempt to analyze objective probability from an extension

al approach -- and therefore is interesting in its own right. Second, 

it is a rich source of ideas relevant to intensional single case 

(i.e., propensity) analyses as well -- we thus can glean much that is 

useful in sketching an outline for an acceptable propensity interpre

tation. Finally, Mellor's is one of only a few fully articulated 

single case theories -- and so deserves attention for that distinction 

as well. Mellor's analysis nevertheless fails, for its dispositional 

(what Mellor calls a propensity) basis turns out to be merely an 

ad hoc addendum to an otherwise straightforwardly personalist theory. 



Further, it appears that E£ such personalist-based approach is viable 

as an analysis of objective probability. Mellor's specific theory of 

dispositions fails as well; I argue that it reflects too much of a 

deterministic dispositional paradigm, which must be replaced by a 

statistical paradigm better adapted to probability. 

In the concluding chapter, the sum of these various considera

tions is taken both as a motivation for intensional approaches, and as 

identifying certain pitfalls that any analysis of objective probabili

ty must guard against. In view of these findings, a rough sketch of 

certain components required in any acceptable intensional interpreta

tion is indicated. 

As with any philosophical study, our discussion -- as outlined 

above -- must take several significant philosophical concepts and 

commitments for granted. To help alleviate the reproach no doubt due 

my taking of such philosophical liberties, I would like to call 

attention to a few of them, adding some accompanying remarks as is 

appropriate. 

First, while Carnap and others have indicated the need for at 

least two, if not several, distinct conceptions of probability, a 

prevalent attitude still insists that a single notion should be able 

to satisfy all of the various applications to which we apply "proba

bility," "chance," and related terms. I heartily disagree with this 

prevalent attitude, and so will not allow it to prevail in the present 

project. Now it is well known that Carnap distinguished his own 

logical interpretation from an extensional frequency conception of 

4 



probability. As neither of these interpretations seem very promising 

as regards to any concept of probability, I do not make his distinc

tion. Nevertheless, a closely parallel distinction can b~ made; I 

suggest therefore that we at least distinguish an epistemic from an 

objective use (or concept) of probability. I will not explicate or 

argue for this distinction here; some explication and support for it 

appears in Chapter Three. 

5 

Second, I take it for granted, as many now do, that intension

al statements cannot be logically or semantically reduced, (or replaced 

without loss of content) by purely extensional statements. The 

difficulties accompanying any attempt to do so (notably, Goodman, 1952; 

Reichenbach, reprinted in 1976) seem to me sufficient support for this 

assumption. 

Third, I adopt, throughout this project, an essentially realist 

view of scientific theories and concepts. Not a naive view, of course 

-- I would rather think of it as a healthy realism. I recognize, for 

instance, that mathematical idealization runs rampant through modern 

theories, and I do not doubt several of the many theoretical proper

ties and concepts we accept have not the slightest analogue in physi

cal reality. This suggests that our theoretical picture of the world 

may never achieve more than approximate accuracy; yet such admissions 

need not preclude a concurrently held belief that much of what science 

tells us is true of objective physical reality indeed, that the 

world is much more like what our theories tell us than it is not. 

Perhaps these claims amount to a scientific version of the paradox of 



the preface; if this is the extent to which realism leads us into 

trouble, I am not very concerned about those troubles. 

I must also confess to a specific application of the above 

realism: namely, to a belief in scientific indeterminism. It seems 

to me quite reasonable, in view of the claims of quantum mechanics, to 

interpret the uncertainty principle as reflecting, not merely a con

straint on our knowledge, but a constraint on certain quantities and 

properties in the actual world itself. For purposes of the present 

project, however, we need not grant the truth of indeterminism; we 

need only grant that indeterminism is coherent and reasonable, i.e., 

that it could be true. 

Finally, and in view of the above considerations, I need to 

define a term that is often utilized in what follows. As I have al

ready said, I make use of an epistemic/objective distinction in 

probabilistic and chance concepts -- I will, thus, occasionally refer 

to probabilities or chances as objective. (By the way, "probability" 

and "chance" will be used almost interchangeably, except where as 

in Chapter Five -- these are given the specific sense employed by the 

writer under consideration.) The sense of this is at least that the 

probabilistic character holds independently of any knowledge or know

er. Now such a notion of objective probability may be both meaningful 

and applicable in a purely deterministic world Pollock's notion of 

material probability (see Chapter Three) seems to be an example of 

just such a notion. But it would also seem that a distinct and 

stronger notion of objective probability might be applicable to 

6 
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objectively indeterministic events as well. This latter kind of chance 

-- entailing an ontological commitment that the actual world has an 

indeterministic structure -- I call ontologically objective chance or 

probability. Asserting the existence of ontologically objective 

probability thus asserts the truth of indeterminism; it further 

appears that this strong kind of chance must reflect a lawlike charac

ter, and so must require a strongly intensional characterization as 

well. 

One last qualification nevertheless; as we need not presume 

the truth of indeterminism, we likewise need not presume that any 

ontologically objective chances actually exist. Considerations that 

follow will appear in favor of both; nevertheless, for purposes of 

this project we need only grant that some such notions of ontological-

1y objective chance and indeterminism seem coherent, and thus instanti

able. However, carefully note this phrasing: "we need only grant that 

some such notion ... " -- at present we of course have only the barest 

hint of what an ontologically objective chance might amount to. 

I have made this point before; it is with this notion of chance that 

the present subproject, (and the ultimate project of which the present 

is a part) is indeed concerned. 



CHAPTER TWO 

TWO EXTENSIONAL APPROACHES 

There are several specific versions of extensional frequency 

theory; perhaps there are even more reasonable interpretations of 

these. In this chapter, I will concentrate on two outstanding examples 

representing the limiting frequency and finite frequency approaches. 

For the former, we will examine the interpretation of Reichenbach as 

expanded by Salmon; for the latter we will consider an adaptation of 

Kyburg's "epistemological" interpretation. By developing and general

izing the criticisms against these two paradigm theories, we will 

arrive, I think, at convincing evidence against the acceptability of 

any extensional frequency interpretation. As for those criticisms 

commonly advanced against frequency interpretations, the most signifi

cant fall into two main categories: the single case problem and the 

problem of randomness. This chapter will concentrate on these prob

lems in particular; the next will attend to the one remaining task -

accounting for the extensional approach's considerable appeal despite 

its manifest weaknesses. 

The Reichenbach/Salmon Interpretation 

The most familiar complaints directed against frequency inter

pretations cluster about the single case. Of these, the most funda

mental problem -- directly applicable to the Reichenbach theory --

8 
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runs as follows: since "probability" is defim.d solely in terms of 

infinite sequences and their limiting frequencies, it is not strictly 

meaningful to speak of probabilities for the single case. This appears 

as a serious weakness, as in both scientific and everyday applications 

our probabilistic interests typically center on single observations, 

experiments, and events. In discussing the problem, Reichenbach in 

fact emphasizes his strict rejection of single case probabilities, but 

then offers a new notion, the single case weight, to be substituted as 

a "fictitious probability" for the single case. He then provides a 

rule for its determination: denoting an attribute class A and a 

reference class R to which a single case x belongs, assign as the 

weight for x the limiting frequency of A obtained in the narrowest 

reference class R' for which reliable statistics may be obtained. 

Salmon improves on this with his own "reference class rule:" assign 

as the weight for x the limiting frequency of A in the broadest 

homogeneous reference class R" to which x belongs. 

Although Salmon and Reichenbach provide "weights" in place of 

single case probabilities, the objection still applies, as the notion 

of single case probabilities remains strictly meaningless. Neverthe-

less, a facile dismissal of frequent ism on this basis alone would be 

inappropriate. As Salmon comments, (1979, p. 203) 

... if a theory tells us how to derive an appropriate value 
of the weight from knowledge of probabilities, and tells us 
how to use these probabilistically-based· weights for making 
appropriate decisions regarding single cases, one cannot 
legitimately complain that the theory fails to make sense of 
the treatment of the single case. 
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Salmon has a point here; if the frequentist can provide a surrogate for 

single case probabilities that can be justified from a frequency point 

of view and that is satisfactory for familiar probability uses, then 

worries over strict meaning become somewhat academic. Salmon's 

reference class rule, formulated in the spirit of Reichenbach's sug-

gestion, is intended to provide just such a single case surrogate. 

The rule may be stated more formally. Salmon tells us that 

for a single case x, attribute class A and reference class R, we 

are to construct a partition P on R such that each member of the 

partition is homogeneous, i.e., for any PkC P, P(A/(Pk and Sj}} = 

where S. 
J 

is any member of a further partition constructed 

via any place selection, on the class Pk• The notion of a place 

selection is from von Mises, and roughly amounts to a selection of 

elements which does not indicate prior knowledge of which elements 

satisfy A. The weight for x is then the probability value 

p(A/Pk}, where x C Pk ~ P. This rule seems to accord with common 

sense: if Oliver is an adult male over 40 with lung cancer, the 

probability of his dying within a year is clearly better indicated by 

the frequency of deaths within the (let us assume) homogeneous class 

-- adult males ~ 40 with lung cancer than by the inhomogeneous 

class -- adult males over 40. On the other hand, by narrowing the 

homogeneous class via a further, irrelevant partition, e.g., by 

measuring the frequency of deaths in the class -- adult males over 40 

with lung cancer and blue eyes -- we merely lose statistical accuracy. 

Fetzer (1981, p. 89) points out that Salmon's rule implicitly assumes 
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the following criterion uf statistical relevance: a property F is 

statistically relevant to attribute A with respect to Riff: 

P(A/(R and F)) i P(A/(R and non-F)). 

While the above reference class rule seems to provide an appro-

priate prescription for single case weights, there is a difficulty 

which Salmon explicitly acknowledges: an ambiguity can still occur in 

certain special instances. Suppose we draw balls from an urn, and 

discover via frequencies that even-numbered draws tend to be red (Al 

half the time, while prime-numbered draws tend to be red a quarter of 

the time. Further, tests indicate that these classes are homogeneous 

with respect to A' , we thus assign the even-numbered draws a weight 

of ~ and the primes a weight of ti, in the spirit of Salmon's recommen-

dation. Unfortunately, this yields an ambiguity for the second draw, 

which is both even and prime. How should we treat this case? Salmon 

suggests that no weight may exist for such a case. 

Although Salmon's suggestion seems strongly counterintuitive, 

a frequentist apology is readily forthcoming. First, the question 

here is not of ascribing a probability to the second draw, but only a 

weight -- a reasonable betting quotient based on the known frequency 

values. The reference class rule is thus " ... part of methodology, 

not of probability theory" (Salmon, 1966, pp. 93-94). As such, the 

rule only "requires us to make use of all relevant available informa-

tion in arriving at practical decisions" (Salmon, 1966, p. 94). 

Of course, these pragmatic and epistemic elements rule out a purely 
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objective weight as~igr~ent; nevertheless, they show how it is un

reasonable to expect an unambiguous weight for every single case. If 

some weights are not uniquely determinable, that is a problem in our 

knowledge, not the theory. Second, these points are borne out in 

practice, for when such an ambiguity exists experimentally, we na~ural

ly attempt to experiment further so as to gain more information. 

Again, therefore, such an ambiguity is to be explained as a lack of 

knowledge, rather than a true theoretical ambiguity. Finally, how

ever, if no further relevant factor does exist, we can say that the 

rule has not left us entirely uninformed -- our only uncertainty is 

that two weights, of i and ~, represent equally good estimates. 

While the above response may seem satisfactory within a fre

quentist perspective, a more fundamental problem calls into question 

the very basis of this response: only two possible weights, 0 or 1, 

will ever result from application of the reference class rule, regard

less of other conceivable partitions. To illustrate: Salmon's rule 

tells us to partition the initial reference class R into a set of 

homogeneous subclasses -- subclasses for which the frequency remains 

invariant under any further partition within each subclass. Yet one 

such partition -- based on the selection distinguishing simply the 

subclass of all A elements and the subclass of all non-A elements 

-- is always possible for any class of elements (which itself is not 

either all A or all non-A). Such a partition will always be appli

cable after another partition has been applied, and will thus super

cede any partition according to Salmon's rule (except, again, itself). 
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As this partition yields only frequencies of 0 or 1, every single case 

must likewise be assigned either 0 or 1. There are no other possible 

weight assignments. 

Now it may seem that the notion of a place selection, incor

porated in the concept of a partition, should enable Salmon's rule to 

avoid this objection. The problem, however, is to define the notion 

of a place selection so that it does so. Salmon, very much aware of 

this, has attempted to indicate how such a definition might be formu

lated (Salmon, 1977). For Salmon, the topic has a broader interest 

than merely the single case, moreover -- the concept of a place selec

tion is basic in Salmon's analysis of objective homogeneity, empirical 

randomness, indeterminism, and irreducibly statistical laws. 

Salmon builds on the suggestion of von Mises that a truly 

random (homogeneous) sequence of events should remain frequency in

variant for partitions determined via either of two general kinds of 

gambling systems -- static systems based on ordinal selection within 

the sequence, or dynamic systems which base their selections on pre

ceding elements of the sequence. In defining the proper notion of a 

place selection, or equivalently, specifying the set of allowable 

place selections, limitations must be provided which reflect the 

character of these two kinds of gambling systems. Relative to static 

selections, Salmon is inclined to limit the allowable selections to 

"Church place selections" (1977, p. 402). Essentially, these are 

effectively calculable, i.e., Turing computable, selections proposed 

by Church for defining mathematical randomness. Without attending 



further to Church selections, let us assume that some such specifica

tion can be provided. 
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There remains the problem of limiting dynamic place selections: 

we must rule out place selections based directly on the attribute A. 

Salmon (1977, p. 405l provides additional illustrations of unacceptable 

selections; we will consider two: (al Given a sequence S of urn 

draws as the R class, let A be the attribute -- red; set up a 

selection based directly on S, choosing those draws yielding the 

color opposite to violet in the visible light spectrum. (bl Given a 

sequence of days, let A be the attribute -- days in which a fatal 

accident occurs; set up a selection based on the sequence of a reliable 

newspaper's daily editions, relative to attribute C -- those editions 

preceding by two days an edition reporting a fatal accident. Now, in 

(al, the selection enables us to exploit a nomological connection 

between A and the position of colors in the visible spectrum to 

effectively pick out A cases nevertheless. In (bl the selection 

may be used to pick out A cases -- days of fatal accidents -- by 

exploiting the statistical correlation between accidents and reports 

of ~ reliable newspaper. As Salmon observes, every such selection in 

these examples is made ultimately on the basis of attribute A events 

themselves, yielding a selection which does not properly indicate the 

absence of objective homogeneity or empirical randomness in the 

sequence. The problem is to rule out such contrived and unfair 

selections. 



To accomplish this, the notion of an associated sequence is 

first defined: 

If R is a reference class with sequence of events xl' x2' 

... , and another sequence s exists with elements 

Y
3

, ... , (both ordered sequences) then S is an associated 

sequence of R iff, for any i, Yi is in the absolute past 

of xi (i.e., Yi is in the past light cone of Xi)' 

A selection by ~ associated sequence E, is then any subclass of R 

such that xi ~ E iff Yi ~ C. C is then proposed to be such that: 

The classification of with respect to C would remain 

unambiguous even if the event x. 
~ 

failed to occur, or if 

any event 

to occur. 

z. 
~ 

in the future light cone of should fail 

15 

The acceptable place selections are then limited to those which either 

satisfy Church's restrictions, or which qualify as selections by an 

associated sequence as specified above. 

There are two essential goals for this machinery: to avoid 

unfair or contrived place selections, and to do this objectively 

independent of a particular linguistic framework L, knowledge 

context K, or observer O. Yet this latter goal is already in con-

flict with the frequentist apology for ambiguous single case weights 

in terms of limitations of our knowledge. To strive for objectivity 

now -- an appropriate goal, I believe -- thus returns the ambiguous 

weights problem to us in full force. The problem, admittedly, should 

perhaps be tolerated, as the special cases required for its appearance 
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occur rarely, if at all, in practice. Salmon's proposal is inadequate, 

however, for other reasons. First, it is most significant that the 

proposed formulation makes essential use of the subjunctive mode -

indicated by "would" and "even if." The formulation therefore does 

not clearly remain within the confines of the extensional frequency 

interpretation; it appears instead that Salmon is driven to refer to 

nonactual but possible sequences and events -- i.e., intensional 

elements -- rather than merely actual sequences of actual events. If, 

as many theorists today believe, the subjunctive mode cannot be anal

yzed purely extensionally, then the proposal deserts the extensional 

approach, and is useless for an extensional treatment of the single 

case. Second, the proposal restricts the associated sequence to 

events in the absolute past of the correlated events, and so does not 

take into account the possibility of backwards causation as is hypothe

sized on the quantum level. Yet if backwards causation does occur, 

then effects may exist prior to their causes, and contrived or unfair 

place selections could again be set up, now on the basis of a preced

ing effect. Since the quantum domain is often represented as being 

irreducibly statistical as well as a prime field of application for 

notions like objective homogeneity, empirical randomness, and indeter

minism, this is not an idle objection. 

The most serious difficulty, however, with Salmon's proposal 

is that the empirical sequences Rand S must already be ordered 

sequences, where these orderings in turn must reflect randomness or 

objective homogeneity with respect to A and C, for Rand S 
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respectively. With no such restriction on these orderings, it should 

be possible to generate anew the contrived or unfair place selections 

by merely a judicious choice of orderings of the sequences Rand S, 

while satisfying the restrictions introduced by Salmon's proposal. The 

proposal thus merely sets up a regress, and leaves us no more enlight

ened than before; it further leaves the single case problem for 

Reichenbach's interpretation completely unsolved. 

The problem just discussed is in fact merely a special case of 

a more general problem of the extensional limiting frequency approach: 

the problem of randomness. As has been illustrated by our discussion, 

this problem is logically prior to the single case problem; a solution 

to randomness is necessary but not sufficient to a solution of the 

single case. Suppose we have a set of fair coins which remain un

changed regardless of how many times they are tossed. We assemble all 

the tosses of these coins into a sequence, the sequence of fair coin 

tosses, for which we expect the limiting frequency of heads to be ~. 

By the limiting frequency interpretation, the probability for fair 

coin tosses being heads is the limit of the relative frequency of 

heads to tosses in just such an infinite sequence. Next, imagine 

numbering each member of this sequence with a different positive 

integer; a set of new sequences corresponding to all the possible per

mutations on the ordering of positive integers may then be generated. 

As each of these sequences still has the same reference and attribute 

class as the initial sequence, each of these sequences likewise 

yields, by the interpretation, the probability of heads for fair coin 
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tosses. Unfortunately, these limits will not all be of the same value 

-- in fact, every rational number within the domain [0, 1] can be gen

erated. For example, the limit 2/3 is generated from the initial se

quence by taking the first 2n of its elements that are heads, and 

the first n elements that are tails, and then the next 2n heads 

and n tails, and so on, for any positive integer n. Since there is 

no limit to the integer values for n, there are a countable number 

of such sequences yielding the limit 2/3. The interpretation is thus 

seen to be insufficiently formulated: because of the problem of ran

domness, no unique probability can be corl'elated with a particular 

reference and attribute class (Pollock, 1976, pp. 190-191). 

While this consideration is a conclusive point against the 

interpretation as strictly formulated, it is commonly assumed implic

itly that actual sequences come in certain natural orderings -

consecutive events in time, for example -- and that these natural 

orderings are already random. As a solution to the frequentist's 

problem of randomness, this idea seems highly intuitive and should be 

accounted for -- if indeed it can be coherently formulated. We can 

capture the logical character of the proposed solution, at least, by 

distinguishing an ordered reference class -- where the reference class 

specification includes the ordering of its elements as well as simply 

its extension from merely a simple reference class -- where no 

specification of ordering is included. A revised interpretation can 

then be formulated so as to define probabilities as limiting relative 

frequencies of an attribute relative only to an ordered reference 
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class, thus yielding a unique probability value for each ordered class 

pair -- i.e., the pair consisting of an ordered reference class and an 

attribute class. The problem is then to determine just which kinds of 

orderings are to be allowed. Solving this problem in turn should solve 

Salmon's problem of restricting place selections -- we can simply 

restrict place selections to selections that pick out acceptable 

ordered reference classes. I do not think, however, that the notion of 

natural orderings can be coherently expressed from the perspective of 

an extensional frequency iAterpretation, as will now be discussed. 

What are we to make of the notion of natural orderings? As a 

first proposal, we can consider the idea that natural orderings are 

distinguished by certain key characteristics which insure the necessary 

randomness. For instance, natural orderings might be distinguished as 

those exhibiting the obvious temporal order -- the ordering reflecting 

successive moments in time. Likewise, we might expect natural order

ings to reflect some familiar spatial ordering, perhaps reflecting 

natural restrictions on causal interaction. Such restrictions would 

no doubt require a path following the natural curvature of space, and 

being limited to those regions attainable to a signal travelling no 

faster than the speed of light for a given temporal interval. More 

generally, a natural ordering would presumably be some sort of spatio

temporal ordering, reflecting restrictions such as those suggested 

here. 

Despite the appeal of these ideas, there are considerations 

against them. First, the picture being painted here does not seem 
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entirely in agreement with a familiar methodological assumption of 

scientific practice and theory -- the principle of uniformity of space 

and time -- which states that no particular space-time region should be 

favored over any other with regards to the laws and properties of 

nature. If no particular region should be favored, then presumably no 

particular event in that region should be favored either. Yet by al

lowing certain kinds of orderings and not allowing others, we seem to 

be defining probabilities and thus statistical laws in such a way as to 

favor certain events and regions -- namely those next in some "natural" 

order to simply any arbitrary region or event. The principle thus 

seems to imply that no particular kind of spatio-temporal ordering 

should be favored relative to laws of nature -- in conflict with the 

present attempt to characterize natural orderings according to certain 

familiar spatio-temporal orderings. 

A second difficulty is more conclusive: if a natural ordering 

is just any ordering that satisfies restrictions such as those listed 

above, then the proposal still seems unlikely to guarantee unique 

limiting frequency values. Thus it would still seem possible to con

struct, for many situations, sequences in which the first 3n members 

consist of 2n heads and n tails, and so on, as before, while still 

satisfying the kinds of restrictions discussed. 

While this first proposal thus seems problematic, perhaps a 

different approach can do better. Rather than attempting to charac

terize natural orderings then as those satisfying certain restrictions, 

we might simply take the property of being an ordering as observed in 
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nature, as itself the distinctive characteristic we are seeking. Or, 

replacing the metaphorical with more precise language, we might con

sider that as a matter of empirical fact, all actual, observed spatio

temporally ordered sequences of the same simple class pair yield the 

same limiting frequencies. Probabilities are thus just those limiting 

frequencies derived from actual observed sequences of events. 

There are several advantages with this proposal. First, as it 

essentially reports our experience, it clearly accords with the fact 

that actually observed sequences of the same simple class pair do seem 

to be very nearly same-valued (i.e., have the same limiting frequency). 

Second, by limiting the sequences relevant to probabilities from all 

conceivable to just those observed sequences, the proposal apparently 

escapes the residual ambiguity of the previous proposal. Thus, those 

orderings that could be generated no longer count; the preceding point 

meanwhile provides support for the claim that no ambiguity will arise 

for actually observed sequences. Finally, the proposal escapes the 

brunt of the previous conflict with uniformity by claiming in effect 

that all of observed nature, at least, is uniform. This suggests a 

grossly positivistic reinterpretation of the principle of uniformity 

that nature remains uniform with regard to the laws and properties 

of nature as far as we do in fact observe it. This unpalatable idea 

at least is much more highly confirmable that the broader metaphysical 

claim that all of nature, observed or not, is uniform. 

Any such advantages, however, ar2 clearly purchased at the 

price of explicit dependency on "observed" sequences. Such dependency 
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raises two related concerns. First, is the "empirical fact" claimed by 

the proposal primarily a fact about nature itself, or is it merely an 

accident of our observational limitations? Our actual observational 

capability, after all, reflects an extremely narrow range of the total

ity of possible orderings. Second, since the requirement's formulation 

presupposes an observer, it relativizes probabilities to an individual. 

But this is unacceptable in view of any familiar conception of laws of 

nature in general, and thus of statistical laws in particular. 

One final proposal might be considered -- that all actual 

spatio-temporal sequences in nature (i.e., natural sequences), regard

less of any observations, reflect the appropriate randomness. The 

suggestion is similar to the preceding proposal, excepting the "ob

served" qualification; as such, the present proposal maintains much of 

the preceding advantages, while escaping the observation-related 

objections. The present proposal, however, is much more difficult to 

formulate, as now we must focus on orderings as they actually occur, 

and not on merely how they appear to occur in our observations. 

Regardless of how we approach the formulation, however, an interesting 

difficulty remains which I think is conclusive against any such 

attempt to solve the frequentist's problem of randomness by appeal to 

"natural," i.e., spatio-temporal orderings. 

The problem is simply that, by referring to just actual 

sequences, any such proposal implicitly defines limiting frequencies 

with essential reference to individuals. The argument appeals to 

considerations derived from special relativity. For simplicity, let 
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us first assume an infinite set of events -- all the actual events E 

in space-time. We can pretend that all of these are equally observable 

in any inertial frame actual observational limitations notwithstand-

ing. Next, we define an "absolute ordering" as an ordering not speci-

fied spatio-temporally, but rather by an ordered sequence of rigid 

designators, each designator referring to a unique event regardless of 

any inertial frame. Next, let us label the kind of spatio-temporal 

ordering that we are to consider a "natural" ordering as t -- for 

example, the kind of ordering in which events occur in a forward 

temporal direction and in successive pOints on a straight line. Final-

ly, we can designate this ordering t with reference to a particular 

inertial frame -- say frame m as t 
m 

Now in view of special 

relativity, it appears that the notion of a temporally specified 

ordering is a relative notion, as there in principle exists no abso-

lute inertial frame from which we can evaluate the relative temporal 

ordering between events in different inertial frames. The notion of 

spatial ordering is likewise relative. Thus, any particular spatio-

temporally specified ordering, such as t, is in principle ambiguous 

by itself -- without the further relativization of t to some indi-

vidual inertial frame (yielding, say, t ), this spatio-temporally m 

specified ordering t fails to designate a unique absolute ordering. 

Interpreting "natural" orderings therefore as actual spatio-temporal 

orderings (such as the ordering t), we discover an implicit ambi-

guity in the notion of a natural ordering -- for any kind of spatio-

temporal ordering such as t, no actual ordering is designated 
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without that ordering first being relativized to some individual in-

ertial frame. Such essential reference to individuals, however, is not 

acceptable within objective laws of nature, as previously indicated. 

Any such attempt to specify "natural," Le., spatio-temperal orderings, 

in extensional terms fails on account of special relativity. 

While it may be tempting to think that the above problem is in 

fact only due to some quirk about linguistic specification of spatio-

temporal orderings or of some limitation on observability, in fact the 

difficulty is one of physical necessity. To underscore this point, we 

can consider the same difficulty as described in more objective terms: 

the same spatio-temporal ordering (say t) may correspond to different 

absolute orderings in different frames; i.e., the absolute ordering 

corresponding to the t 
m 

ordering may be distinct from the absolute 

ordering corresponding to the t ordering. As this kind of differ
n 

ence is always possible for any such spatio-temporal ordering applied 

to distinct inertial frames, the mere specification of a spatio-

temporal ordering is ambiguous in principle. 

Having seen that an appeal to natural orderings fails to pro-

vide an acceptable solution to the frequentist's problem of random-

ness, we might still wonder if some explication of the notion of 

natural orderings can be coherently made. The idea seems simple enough 

-- we want to say something to the effect that all natural, or perhaps, 

physically possible, spatio-temporal orderings must yield the same or 

nearly the same limiting frequencies for the same simple class pairs. 

It seems, further, that something along these lines must not only be 
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analyzable, but also true -- for as commented earlier, our experience 

and intuitions both support such a claim. It is interesting, then, to 

note at this point that Bernoulli's theorem represents a result quite 

similar to what we are seeking: (quoted from Giere, 1973a, p. 477) 

(~> O)(ef > 0)(3N)[(n > N) "::)(P(Jf - rl <f) > (l -J»] 
n 

Here, ~ and ~ represent arbitrarily small positive quantities, f 
n 

the relative frequency of successes after n trials, r the chance, 

and P a probability. How this should be interpreted, of course, is 

the problem at issue; loosely speaking, however, the following intu-

itive interpretation may be given: for any set of chance trials larger 

than N, the difference between the frequency of successes and the 

objective chance is (probably) negligible. What does this suggest 

about orderings? That for any large set of chance trials -- however 

ordered in space or time -- the corresponding relative frequency will 

typically match very closely the chance for success of any single 

trial. To illustrate in more concrete terms, suppose that a coin toss 

is a genuine chance trial; then any spatio-temporal sequence of such 

tosses (the kind commonly generated in real life) will typically 

reflect a relative frequency close to the chance appropriate to a 

single toss: i.e., approximately~. But this result has much in 

common with what we have been seeking -- namely, some means of ex-

plaining how the sequences commonly found in real life, i.e., the 

"natural" sequences, reflect the very relative frequencies we expect 

them to. 
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While the needed explanation is thus provided, however, it is 

clear that this explanation provides no help for the frequentist. The 

typical appearance of the appropriate frequencies is indeed explained 

by means of another statistical concept -- chance for which a kind 

of randomness is built in. There is no indication, however, that the 

frequentist problem of randomness can be solved. Rather, the indica

tion is that a different, intensional concept -- here a version of the 

propensity interpretation -- may be needed for the analysis of objec

tive chance. 

Kyburg's Finite Frequency Theory 

In our examination of the limiting frequency conception of 

objective probability, we have uncovered certain problems that appear 

insurmountable. Let us now turn to the finite frequency approach to 

see if it fares any better. Our paradigm for this approach is the 

theory of Henry Kyburg. As this theory is quite complicated, I will 

first attempt a relatively intuitive explication of its major 

features, reserving an evaluation for later. 

Kyburg's theory represents a kind of synthesis between 

Reichenbach's frequency theory and Carnap's theory of logical proba

bility. Its parallel to Reichenbach's approach is relatively straight

forward: given a single case belonging to each of a set of 

empirically determined reference classes, the theory provides several 

inference rules -- functioning with the same purpose as Reichenbach 

or Salmon's reference class rules -- to pick out a unique reference 

class, and corresponding relative frequency, appropriate for the 
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assignment of the single case probability. In parallel with Carnap's 

theory, these single case "epistemological" probabilities, as Kyburg 

calls them, are supposed to be logical probabilities -- analytic in 

content -- reflecting values determined solely within a metalinguistic 

context relativized both to an ideal knowledge context or "rational 

corpus," K, and to a linguistic context, L, in which statements of 

the corpus occur. Now if we take Kyburg's claim of analyticity seri

ously, then objections against Carnap's theory would seem to apply 

here as well, namely, that analytic or contentless probabilistic 

assertions cannot tell us anything about the physical world, serve as 

a guide to action, or function as objective probabilities (Salmon, 

1966, pp. 68-79). While Kyburg indeed stresses his theory's Carnapian 

aspect, however, the theory may be treated simply as a sophisticated 

extensional frequency theory, much like Reichenbach's, for most con

texts. We will adopt this treatment except where the claims of 

metalinguistic character become relevant to our considerations as well. 

Kyburg's epistemological probabilities are thus relativized to 

both (a) an idealized knowledge ·context K, and (b) a l:.lguistic con

text L. Beginning with the former, this corpus is typically a hier

archical structure of various levels of statements consisting of 

logical and mathematical theorems, as well as the beliefs of an 

individual. As this is to be a rational corpus, it must include the 

logical consequences of each of these (individually) as well. Is this 

latter condition too weak? We might expect a requirement of deductive 

closure instead. Kyburg, aware of this alternative, is nevertheless 
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inclined to think the stronger requirement inappropriate. A deductive 

consequence of a set of statements is likewise a consequence of their 

conjunction; as a conjunction's probability is typically much less than 

that of any conjunct, (because of the multiplication rule) Kyburg 

believes the consequence should te no more probable than the conjunc-

tion from which it is deduced. Where the consequence follows from a 

large set (conjunction) or statements, therefore, its probability may 

be too low to achieve membership in the corpus, or at least membership 

in the same level as any of the original statements (conjuncts). 

Deductive closure for the corpus, or various levels of the corpus, is 

thus ruled out. 

Consider any particular statement S belonging to the corpus; 

for any such S, there will be other (equivalent) statements, Si' 

also belonging to the corpus, which connect to S by the bicondition-

ale These S. may likewise connect by the biconditional to yet other 
~ 

such statements, and so on. The entire set of these statements are 

thus interrelated by the equivalence relation: being "connected by a 

biconditional chain" (Kyburg, 1981, p. 14); all of these are to be 

assigned the same probability. The set of these in K is then de-

Among the members of the corpus, the statistical or chance 

statements are of particular interest to us; these are of the form: 

St(R, A, b, p, q). 
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Here R is a reference class, A a random quantity, (functioning 

much like an attribute class) b a borel set appropriate to finite 

classes, and p and q quantities representing the lower and upper 

bounds, respectively, of a statistical interval. While such a statis

tical interval may have no width (i.e., as in the interval [.9, .9J), 

it is Kyburg's conviction that most such statements in practice specify 

a range of values rather than a single precise quantity. The frequency 

of a coin's coming up heads might then be said to lie in the interval 

[.47, .53J rather than to be precisely .5. One should not think that 

such statistical statements make assertions about (epistemological) 

probabilities, however -- they rather report frequencies, distribu

tions, etc. of a largely extensional nature. These statistical or 

chance statements only serve as the basis from which probability 

assignments are inferred. 

Turning now to the linguistic context, L is presumed to be 

an extensional language strong enough to include set theory "in the 

interest of realism ... " (Kyburg, 1981, p. 14) and scientific adequacy. 

As much of Kyburg's machinery consists of inference rules for state

ments in L, however, there will have to be some guarantee that the 

familiar (nonprojectible) Goodman-type predicates (e.g., "grue ll ) will 

not be treated on a par with acceptable (projectible) predicates 

relative to these inference rules. While a standard approach has been 

to rule out such predicates at the point of application (perhaps on 

pragmatiC grounds), Kyburg prefers to build the specification of 

acceptable (projectible) predicates into the specification of L 
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itself. A restriction against the funny Goodman-type predicates, how-

ever, is not enough; for unions of certain sets can also yield non-

projectible or otherwise unacceptable attribute classes. In addition, 

the set of reference classes must be restricted in a similar kind of 

way, so as to avoid such unacceptable reference classes as the set of 

all fair coin tosses or the first five tosses of coin a (where coin 

a happens to be biased), as well as Goodman-type terms such as 

"emerubies." Kyburg seeks to accomplish all of these tasks via re-

strictions on the language itself: in specifying the (acceptable) 

basic terms of L, a set of basic reference class predicates and a 

set of attribute class predicates are specified as well. A recursive 

rule for constructions on this basic set is then provided, by which a 

complete specification of acceptable reference and attribute classes 

of L is determined. 

Given the contexts K and L, we are interested in determin-

ing the appropriate (epistemological) probability for a statement S, 

say, "The next toss of this coin will come up heads." As explained 

above, S determines set Sk of statements equivalent to S in K, 

all of which must ultimately be assigned the same probability as S. 

The problem, of course, is to determine which assignment is appropri-

ate in view of the available statistical information rele~ant to Sko 

This problem may be represented from three different perspectives: as 

solving the traditional reference class problem, as providing the 

appropriate inference rules from the basis statistical statements to 

an epistemological probability assignment, or as providing an analysis 
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of probabilistic randomness. Adopting the perspective of the former 

two, let us view this part of Kyburg's theory as an attempt to solve 

the reference class problem via providing a set of inference rules. 

Kyburg tells us that the determination should proceed as 

follows: First, we must encompass all of the statistical information 

relevant to determining the probability assignment for S. This comes 

to restricting those statistical or chance statements available in K 

to those in which the x, R, A, and b all satisfy at least the 

following conditions: 

(1) 

(2) 

x. f R. is in K; i.e., the statement, "The next toss of 
1. 1. 

the coin is a member of the reference class of coin tosses," 

is itself in K. 

is a member of Sk i.e., (roughly) the 

statement "The next toss of the coin is a toss that comes 

up heads," is connected to S by the biconditional chain 

(Harper, 1981, p. 102). 

(3) The statistical statement must be expressed in L -- thus 

guaranteeing that the R and A classes are acceptable. 

Next, Kyburg introduces his set of rules determining the appropriate 

inferences from the relevant basis set of statistical or chance state-

ments to the probability interval to be assigned to S. These "direct 

inference" rules function in the following way: Fundamentally, the 

existence of any statistical statement relevant to the probability 

assignment for S (and thus for Sk)' as defined above, constitutes 

a prima facie reason for assigning that (statistical) statement's 

interval as the appropriate probability of S. (From the same kind 

of perspective, Reichenbach's basis set of alternative reference 
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classes each provide prima facie reasons for assigning, respectively, 

their corresponding relative frequencies as appropriate single case 

weights). Obviously, however, it is not possible to coherently assign 

all of these intervals to S· , the prima facie reasons must therefore 

be blocked or "defeated" by other rival reasons (including prima facie 

ones) functioning as defeaters. In Kyburg's system, rival statistical 

statements serve to defeat one another according to certain rules: 

1) First, we might have a case in which St. 
l. 

and St. are such that 
J 

the reference class of one is a proper subset of the other, for 

instance, If x and A are the same for St. and 
l. 

we will typically want to defeat the statement (St. ) 
J 

having the 

larger reference class, and keep the one with the narrower reference 

class (St.). This corresponds to the simplest application of 
l. 

Reichenbach's rule: select the narrowest (i.e., a subset) reference 

class available. More generally, however, we can consider St i and 

St. 
J 

for which x. 
l. 

and 

As long as St. 
l. 

and St. 
J 

A. 
l. 

differ from x. 
J 

and Aj' respectively. 

connect with each other via the bicondition-

al chain, they are rivals with respect to this rule; this version of 

the rule thus corresponds to a generalization of Reichenbach's rule. 

2) Kyburg also allows for the standard application of Bayes' theorem, 

and thus takes into account the influence of prior probabilities. 

(Note, however, that the prior probabilities must be epistemological 

probabilities, as Kyburg defines them, and not simply personalist 

partial beliefs.) Such applications are handled via the subset rule 

of (1), where Y
i 

is now a proper subset of the cross product of Y
j 



and another set y. Again, we have St. 
J 

defeated, saved. 

3) Another possible situation is where the x. 
J 

is a proper subset of 

x .• 
1. 

For instance, we might have two statistical statements St. 
J 

St. such that x. 
1. J 

and represent smaller and larger samples, 

and 
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respectively, from the same population. Then in general, the statement 

St
j 

associated with the smaller sample x
j

' is defeated, and the 

remaining statement saved. This rule reflects a kind of "principle of 

the largest samples available," under ordinary circumstances. 

4) There is also defeat by strength, where one sta.tistical statement 

s. 
1. 

has an interval that is a proper subinterval of St., s: 
J 

In this case the stronger (interval). defeats use of the 
1. 

weaker (interval).. This rule applies whenever the two statements are 
J 

not already defeated by some other means. Note that this rule reflects 

a kind of total evidence requirement; it also parallels Reichenbach's 

requirement for the most reliable statistics available. 

5) A more technical situation arises where x. = x. 
1. J 

and R. = R. ; 
1 J 

but where the A's differ in such a way that one may include more 

information about the total population referred to in St than the 

other, as according to classical statistical rules. In such cases, 

we preserve the one providing the most information. This also re-

flects a kind of total evidence rule. 

6) Finally, we can also have mutual defeat -- where two such statisti-

cal statements, St. and 
1 

St ? (x. (.. A.) 

x C R. 
1 

1 1 

St
j

, defeat each other. Suppose we have: 

and St ~ (x. ~ A.) 
J J 

and x ~ R. 
J 
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where the associated intervals are [Pi' qi] and [p., q.] 
J J 

respective-

ly. If there is no knowledge in K of either reference class R. 
~ 

and R. being included in the other, and neither associated statisti
J 

cal interval is included in the other, then both St. 
~ 

and are 

defeated. The rationale here is that either "undermines the plausi-

bility of using the other as a reference class." As an example of the 

kind of situation involved here, consider our previous illustration of 

Salmon's even-numbered and prime-numbered draws from an urn -- with 

respect to the second draw, the two frequencies undermine each other 

and we are not justified in assigning either value to the second draw. 

The result of applying these rules is a set of statistical 

statements each having the same statistical interval -- that which is 

the strongest available for the corresponding set of A, R, and b. 

This interval is then assigned as the probability of S relative to 

K. On Kyburg's scheme, every S is therefore assigned a probability 

interval -- even if that interval is merely the uninformative interval 

[0, 1]. This assignment, Kyburg believes, represents the most ration-

al assignment of an epistemological probability to the statement S. 

Not very much has been said about the character of those 

statistical statements St providing the basis upon which the above 

inference rules operate. Most of the next chapter will be dedicated 

to doing this; at present it may be said that Kyburg understands these 

to be (typically) extensional statements about statistical distribu-

tions or finite frequencies. These statements are themselves inferred 

via standard statistical methods from raw data. It is because of the 



extensional and (typically) finite scope of these basis statements 

that we are justified in treating Kyburg's system as an extensional 

finite frequency interpretation of probability. 

While Kyburg's theory parallels that of Reichenbach in many 

structural respects, it nevertheless appears to gain several advan

tages over the limiting frequency approach. For instance, Kyburg's 
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use of statistical intervals in his theory reflects a gain in realism 

over more standard single-value assignments of probability. While this 

is not a critical point, it is a useful improvement, I think. More 

importantly, the (epistemological) probabilities of Kyburg's theory 

those values inferred from the statistical basis and assigned to 

equivalence sets of statements -- are all defined as definite (i.e., 

roughly like single case) probabilities. Any recourse to pseudo

probabilities or "weights" is thus avoided -- and Kyburg's concept of 

probability is perfectly meaningful in single case applications. 

Third, as mentioned above, the theory works such that "Probability is 

defined for every statement of the language L" (Kyburg, 1981, p. 21); 

there are thus no single case events lacking some probability value 

assignment -- as appeared in Salmon's urn example of even and prime 

draws -- on Kyburg's theory, the second draw will have the interval 

between (and including) the two ambiguous values, i.e., [.25, .5]. 

Further, as Kyburg's theory is a finite-based theory, it automatically 

must avoid the relativistic ordering problem endemic to limiting 

(infinite) frequency theories. Finally, while Kyburg's theory appar

ently succeeds where the Reichenbach/Salmon approach fails, it also 
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appears to avoid a standard finite frequency problem as well: although 

the finite frequency of heads for a fair coin, tossed once and then 

destroyed, must either be 0 or 1, Kyburg's sophisticated inference 

rules would seem to defeat any such assignment in favor of the more 

intuitive .5 value of a fair coin toss. 

Even in view of these apparent successes, however, we might 

naturally expect a few of the Reichenbach/Salmon difficulties to 

reappear in Kyburg's theory, albeit in a different guise. It is thus 

not surprising that they do. As has been stressed, the fundamental 

character of Kyburg's theory is essentially a more sophisticated 

version of the Reichenbach/Salmon theory; in certain respects, there

fore, only the conventions have changed. 

Let us first consider the advantage Kyburg's system has over 

the Reichenbach/Salmon theory in that the former always makes a 

probability assignment to any single case. In regard to the ambiguous 

urn example, Salmon balked at making any assignment to the second draw 

-- due to the draw's interval of uncertainty -- while Kyburg assigns 

that very interval of uncertainty. Here Kyburg's approach does seem 

preferable (agreeing in fact with our earlier observations) -- but is 

there any objective difference, with regard to the probability of the 

second draw itself, between these two treatments? Clearly not; and 

here indeed only the convention for treating the case has changed. 

Perhaps, the above point -- with its emphasis on objective 

concerns -- is inappropriate. Although we are concerned in this essay 

with objective probability, Kyburg's probabilities are epistemological, 



and thus relativized to a knowledge context. Kyburg's interpretation 

can be extended, however; he indeed suggests that the rational corpus 

K may be interpreted in various ways, depending upon our interest. 

Reflecting our interest in objective probability, therefore, we could 

replace K by the corpus T of all ~ statements; Kyburg's system 

must then be able to assign an objective probability to the urn's 

second draw independent now of the restricted knowledge Salmon 
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presupposes in the urn example. Relative to this context, T, there

fore, Kyburg's system offers an important objective alternative to the 

Reichenbach/Salmon conception of probability. 

Unfortunately, this new context T would seem to lead us 

directly into another Reichenbach/Salmon difficulty. We have seen 

that the latter theory, via scrupulous application of Salmon's refer

ence class rule, always creates a partition yielding only two values, 

° and 1, which then become the only choices for the single case weight 

assignment. The problem, of course, is that there always exists a 

distinct reference class R+ defined in terms of the original Rand 

just the A (attribute class) cases, that determines the problematiC 

0, 1 partition. When Salmon's rule is applied on a purely objective 

basis, reflecting for each single case the fact of its membership in 

either A or non-A, the final assignment of ° or 1 thus becomes 

inev~table. If corpus T therefore includes all facts, it will in

clude those facts necessary to create the same kind of partition in 

Kyburg's system as well. 
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There are yet other contexts that might be used; could one 

differing from both K and T help? Kyburg suggests the objective 

context S: statements "representing true and general statistical 

statements representable in our language." (1981, p. 23) If we take 

"statistical" very literally, (as including few or no nonstatistical 

facts) S might suffice in avoiding the radical and contrived parti-

tion that Salmon's rule and the context T would seem to create. 

Neverthel~ss, S will not help either. 

First, consider a reference set R of ten coin tosses, where 

five satisfy A -- the attribute class of tosses coming up heads. 

Then a distinct reference class R* can be defined, consisting of, 

say, the intersection of R with the first three tosses that come up 

heads, and the remaining tosses that do not come up heads. The fre-

quency of heads for this R* is not 0 or l; it centers more about the 

value 3/8. As this represents a (contrived but nevertheless) true 

statistical statement, it would appear to pose as much of a problem 

for the context S as the R+ class poses for the context T. 

Next consider an exampl~ from Pollock: (in Harper, 1981, 

p. 110) Suppose we seek to assign a probability to the statement, 

S: ''The sixth toss comes up heads," where R and A are defined as 

above. The frequency is known to be f(A,R) = [.4, .6]. This would 

seem to yield an appropriate interval assignment for the sixth toss; 

yet clearly a second attribute class A* can be defined as well, 

consisting of the intersection of the 6th toss (which is known to be 

an A) and the original set A· 
' 

suppose that the frequency for this 
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attribute class is f(A*,R) = lO, .1J. On Kyburg's system, the latter 

inference, based on A* , must take precedence over that based on A, 

which is clearly inappropriate. The fault does not lie with Kyburg's 

inference rules, however; it lies in the nature of the contrived attri

bute class A* itself. Further, other contrived classes A* would 

seem generable as well. But this difficulty is reminiscent of the 

contrived reference class difficulty discussed above; we thus appear 

to have a two-fold contrived class problem -- for both reference and 

attribute classes. 

Can such problems -- the finite analogues to the limiting 

frequency problem of randomness -- be avoided on Kyburg's system? 

Harper suggests that the latter problem may be avoided by guaranteeing 

sufficient arbitrariness (randomness) in both the R and A classes 

relative to the single case x of interest (Harper, 1981, pp. 110-

111). To accomplish this, several strategies recommend themselves. 

(1) If the single case is merely an arbitrary case properly represen

ted by a variable x, "then we want to be able to specify both R· 

and A in definitions in which the variable x does not occur free" 

(Harper, 1981, p. 110). (2) If the single case of interest is specif-

ic -- designated by a term t -- then we would not want either t, 

or any term t* such that t* = t' is in L, to be used in specify-

ing A and R either. Further strategies may be needed as well. 

But consider strategy (2) closely: if t were "the 6th toss of the 

red COin," then t* , "the 6th toss of the coin with a color at the 

opposit.e end of the visible light spectrum from violet" would have to 



be ruled out as well. This underscores the affinity between these 

problems and Salmon's earlier problem of contrived place selections. 

We have seen that Salmon seems unable to rule these out within an 

extensional framework; is there any reason to think Kyburg could do 

better? 

Perhaps there is. Kyburg's inference rules, after all, are 

much more sophisticated than Salmon's reference class rule; they 

further are highly intuitive and applicable in a wide variety of 

everyday contexts. I further have taken pains to avoid claiming that 

Kyburg really does have a reference class problem like Salmon, and he 

may well succeed in overcoming the above attribute class problem as 

well. Perhaps Kyburg's system, relative to context S or some other 

objective corpus, can indeed assign values appropriate to objective 

chance in every case of interest. 
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While all this might be granted, the true brunt of my concern 

lies elsewhere. It does not matter so much whether Kyburg's system 

ascribes appropriate probability values in various situations; indeed, 

Salmon's rule does this also. The important question is rather: does 

Kyburg's system do this within a purely extensional, and objective 

framework? This question may be divided: (1) Can the contrived 

classes be ruled out without even an implicit dependence on intension

al concepts? In examining Salmon's valiant efforts in this regard, 

we have found some reason to think they cannot be. (2) Can the con-

trived classes be ruled out objectively i.e., with no reference to 

observers, specific languages, etc.? Here Kyburg's approach appears 
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even more doubtful, for while we have considered various alterations 

on the corpus, in each case we have had to remain within the linguistic 

context L. If this context is limited in some way, either in its 

ability to express objective truths, or by implicit reference to some 

individual(s), then clearly no system relativized to L can be con

sidered fully objective. For example, suppose L were limited to the 

language of physics in the 1800s; at this time, the delightful lin

guistic context including the terms "quark," "flavor," and "color" 

was no more available than the conceptual system in which it is pres

ently embedded. There is good reason to doubt that all statistical 

truths S are expressible in last century's scientific language; is 

there any more reason to think S to be expressible in even the 

present language of science? If not, then any probability theory 

relativized to an L short of some ideal scientific language would be 

inadequate as a theory of objective probability. 

The above considerations suggest that even Kyburg's finite 

frequency theory cannot, within the confines of extensionality and 

objectivity, avoid some kind of difficulty with randomness. The situ

ation is much worse than these considerations suggest, however. First, 

with regard to objectivity again, even if Land K were themselves 

sufficient for an objective interpretation, it is not clear that 

Kyburg's inference system is appropriate for the concept of objective 

probability. The difficulty is that there may be two distinct uses of 

the term "probability" -- objective and epistemic -- where the rules 

appropriate to one may not be appropriate to the other. Consider 
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again, for instance, the sixth toss of a set of ten coin tosses; Kyburg 

comments about our knowledge of such a case as follows: 

••. we don't know a lot of things, such as whether that par
ticular trial will yield a head or not. Did we know this, 
we would have no use for probability ... and of course this 
is quite independent of questions of determinism and the like .•. 
(1976, pp. 364, 392; quotation from text and accompanying end
note #5; my emphasis) 

In such a case, epistemically speaking, we indeed may have no use for 

a statistical value, taken, perhaps, as a guide to life. On the other 

hand, there is surely another sense of "probability" -- an objective 

sense -- about which we may have great scientific interest. Yet there 

is no significant difference between a context K including knowledge 

that the sixth toss comes up heads, and an (objective) context s 

(or T) including the fact of its coming up heads. If Kyburg's rules 

thus reflect the (epistemic) bias indicated in the above quotation, 

it is doubtful that they would yield an appropriate assignment for 

objective probability -- even when functioning with an objective con-

text S. These points will be expanded in the next chapter. 

The next chapter will aid in establishing another difficulty 

for Kyburg's approach as well. Via that discussion, it will be seen 

that certain theoretical chance statements -- specifically those of 

atomic theory -- must (1) be considered as strictly intensional, and 

must (2) be analyzed via infinite sequences. But Kyburg's linguistic 

context L is restricted to purely extensional language; it there-

fore must be inadequate for chance statements of the form (1). 

Further, point (2) brings us once again into the relativistic problem 

of randomness -- a problem Kyburg was thought to escape. These 



results will be taken as showing that any purely extensional approach 

is inadequate as a theory of objective probability in science. But 

enough of promises; let us examine the substance itself. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

COULD A STRONGLY INTENSIONAL INTERPRETATION 
OF CHANCE EVER BE NEEDED? 

Let us review our findings concerning extensional frequency 

concepts of objective probability. In the previous chapter we have 

seen, first, that a unique probability value cannot even be defined 

within the limiting exter.sional framework; although within Kyburg's 

finite frequency approach, this difficulty cannot arise. Further, 

however, it is apparently not possible to adequately formulate a single 

case rule within the confines of an extensional and objective approach. 

This has been established quite directly in the Reichenbach/Salmon 

interpretation; while Kyburg's theory seeks to establish such a rule 

via a set of several rules, it appears that its success is doubtful as 

well. These considerations have been taken as conclusive against the 

extensional interpretations we have considered; nevertheless, a nag-

ging doubt may remain -- surely there must be some way of accounting 

for the compelling appeal of the extensional frequency approach. 

Another doubt may nag at us as well: surely extensional frequencies 

must play some role in probability theory. What role do they play? 

I~ Kyburg's theory, the role of extensional frequencies is 

clearly delineated. These are taken to provide the empirical basis 

from which epistemological probabilities are inferred. Now this idea 

falls in line with the following empiricist picture: just as most, 
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if not all, of our scientific knowledge is ultimately inferred from raw 

empirical data, in the same way most, if not all, of our probabilistic 

scientific knowledge is ultimately inferred from empirical statistical 

data. The latter, of course, is data about the actual world; it there

fore must consist of extensional frequencies and distributions. (For 

the sake of brevity, let us refer simply to extensional fre~up.ncies.) 

This in turn may suggest that statements about extensional frequencies 

alone should suffice to provide the basis for any scientific concept 

of probability. Yet another doubt may thus nag at us: How could there 

be any need for a further concept, distinct from that of extensional 

frequencies, to serve in the basis for our scientific probabilistic 

knowledge? Salmon has apparently claimed that there is no such need: 

for any choice between extensional frequencies and intensional concepts 

like propensity must involve nothing but "philosophical preference," 

(as quoted in Fetzer, 1981, p. 103). Kyburg, in his article entitled 

"Chance" (1976), has made a similar claim: any concept of "strict" 

chance can "add nothing to what is provided by our knowledge of 

frequencies" (Kyburg, 1976, p. 355). Here, "strict chance" means a 

strongly intensional probabilistic concept -- one attaining to Quine's 

third degree of modality, and not reducible to purely extensional 

notions. As apparently only "Chance" provides an extended argument 

for this thesis, we may do no better than to carefully evaluate 

Kyburg's discussion for insight into the relationship between exten

sional frequencies and probability theory. 
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The context of Kyburg's article is his theory of epistemologi

cal probability; as we have seen, "probabilities" are defined in this 

theory as definite (often single case) probabilities inferred via a 

complex set of inference rules from statistical or chance statements. 

Now these inferred probabilities have a certain intensional character 

-- "Of course, probability statements are intensional, just as state

ments about provability are intensional" (Kyburg, 1981, p. 15). This 

intensionality is indicated by a substitutivity test: even though the 

identity a = b holds, we cannot infer, relative to our rational 

corpus of sentences, that the probability of Fa' is the same as that 

of Fb' -- except when the identity is included in the corpus as well. 

This intensionality, "what Quine would regard as merely the second 

grade of modal involvement" (1976, p. 363), is thus of the kind in

herent in a metalinguistic system. What about the statistical or 

chance statements? These are understood as statements about "chances" 

i.e., the stochastic concept(s) employed in the statistical claims 

of scientific practice and theory. Such claims need not assert merely 

raw statistical data, however; instead, these chance statements 

typically are themselves inferred, via accepted inference rules of 

statistical science, from some data sample. This suggests, perhaps, 

that chance statements, as statistical statements about the actual 

world, are normally extensional. We thus arrive at the role chance 

statements play in Kyburg's theory of probability -- these serve as 

the largely extensional statements of statistical fact upon which the 

inferred epistemological probabilities are based. We can be quite 



precise about the notion of "basis"as it is being used here as well: 

the basis upon which probability claims are built is that set of 

statistical statements from which probability claims are inferred via 

some complex set of inference rules -- such as those explicated in 

Kyburg's theory. 
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Specifically, then, Kyburg's thesis is concerned with the 

chance statements that serve in the basis for probability claims; as 

indicated above, it amounts roughly to the claim that chance statements 

can be sufficiently analyzed ultimately in terms of extensional fre

quencies alone. This includes the claim that there is no need for 

strongly intensional notions in the analysis of chance; this is not to 

deny, however, that even chance statements may have a weak intensional 

component. Kyburg thus supports his thesis by arguing for two sub

theses: (al "An adequate account of the use of stochastic laws in 

science need not make use of any such concept as propensity" or other 

concept of strict chance (1976, p. 355); and (b) Our knowledge of 

extensional frequencies alone must ultimately account for any inten

sional character that does appear in chance statements. To keep our 

terms straight, let us use "strict chance" as defined above, but use 

"chance" noncommittally in reference to the basis -- with whatever 

degree of intensionality it may have 

bilistic inference is grounded. 

upon which a theory of proba-

A Conflict of Intuition 

Kyburg begins the main body of his discussion with an example 

from van Fraassen illustrating "an honest conflict of intuition" 



(1976, p. 364). We are asked to 

Consider an infinite sequence of rolls of a fair die, of 
which (miraculously) exactly ten turn up with an-even number. 
Assuming that we know that half of these tosses resulted in twos, 
it is obvious, according to van Fraassen, that the conditional 
probability of a two in this sequence, given an even number, 
is just the proportions of two's among the ten even tosses. 
It is perfectly obvious, according to some chance theorists, 
that even in this sequence, the conditional probability of a 
two, given an even number, is a third; the die is fair. Even 
if we know the frequency, ..• still the chance in question is 
a third. (Kyburg, 1976, p. 364) 
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Kyburg's intuitions agree with van Fraassen's: given this knowledge of 

the actual frequencies, the appropriate measure of the chance is ~. 

He explains: it is the actual frequency, ~, that one "would want to 

use as a guide to action. If I happened to know that five of those 

ten tosses yielded two's, I would not be willing ••• to offer two-to-

one odds against a specified one of those tosses yielding a two" 

(1976, p. 364). Now with regard to practical concerns such as betting 

behaviour, Kyburg's intuition is impeccable. When we have such de-

tailed knowledge of an actual event sequence upon which we must act, 

we surely should use all of the available information concerning those 

actual events in this case, to the point of offering one-to-one 

odds. We can imagine an even more extreme example: if we further 

knew that the fifth toss of the sequence yields a two, we should like-

wise act upon this detailed knowledge in a way appropriate to our 

expecting a two on the fifth toss. These considerations, of course, 

reflect a familiar principle in inductive reasoning: Carnap's princi-

ple of total evidence. Now the strict chance theorist has a different 

intuition: namely that there is a sense in which the probability of 
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getting a two in the ten member sequence is 1/3 -- reflecting the fact 

that these are supposed to be tosses of a fair die. In the same sense, 

the probability of getting a two on the fifth toss of even our more 

extreme case is likewise 1/3 -- reflecting the same fact as before. 

Thus, the conflict of intuition. 

While the strict chance theorist maintains these intuitions, 

however, I very much doubt that he would act differently from Kyburg in 

such cases. How could we explain this? Easily enough, I think. Let 

us begin by noting that both examples involve extraordinary knowledge 

knowledge not typically available to persons who must act on what 

they know. As Carnap's maxim prescribes, however, even extraordinary 

knowledge -- when available -- should be used when one must act on 

what he knows. Now such knowledge might be probabilistic in character 

(as in the van Fraassen example), or certain (as in our extreme case). 

Regardless of which it is, however, it is clear that the present con

siderations are epistemic; let us therefore adopt the term, "epistemic" 

(and not "epistemological," to beg no questions) to describe the use 

of probability in such contexts. Meanwhile, the strict chance theorist 

is concerned with probabilities reflecting the much more typical knowl

edge of chance situations as we encounter them in the world. This 

knowledge is more typical, we say, because of objective -- specifi-

cally, causal and temporal features of the world; whereas it is not 

typically possible to attain the kind of detailed knowledge supposed 

in our two examples. Let us therefore adopt the term "objective" to 

describe the use of probability in these typical contexts. We can now 
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distinguish the two uses of probability with which Kyburg and the 

strict chance theorist are concerned: the former is concerned with 

epistemic probability, the latter with objective probability. Does 

this distinction lead us, further, into intensionality? Prima facie, 

we clearly have two extensional relative frequencies available to us -

first, for the contrived sequence with half of the only ten even tosses 

yielding twos; second, for the more typical sequence of fair tosses. 

We thus need no notion of strict chance to make sense of Kyburg's con

flict of intuitions; we only need to distinguish epistemic from objec

tive uses of probability -- where both of these notions seem to be 

understandable in a merely extensional sense. 

The distinction just made between epistemic and objective uses 

of probability, however, is inadequate; while the "epistemic" notion 

is presumably acceptable, the "objective" notion -- itself being 

circumscribed via epistemic terms -- clearly does not capture the 

appropriate sense of independence from any knowledge or knower. 

Further, it may appear that our objective/epistemic distinction 

amounts to nothing more -- in a frequency theory context -- than two 

different epistemic contexts under which reference classes may be 

chosen. Now if determinism were true, then for any probabilistic 

context there would have to be at least one (perhaps unknown) factor 

that partitions the probabilistic context into nonprobabilistic com

ponents. It would thus always be possible, in principle, to know 

enough to reduce the probabilistic character to certainty. Such 

knowledge might be pragmatically difficult to attain; it nevertheless 
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would not be extraordinary knowledge as understood in our earlier 

sense. Even the detailed knowledge supposed in our examples would be 

in principle attainable. If determinism were true, therefore, our 

epistemic/objective distinction would indeed reduce to nothing more 

than two different epistemic or pragmatic contexts under which refer

ence classes are chosen. Suppose rather that indeterminism is true; 

then at least in some cases, there could be no further factor, in 

principle, to partition the probabilistic context into nonprobabilistic 

components. Likewise, therefore, it would be in principle impossible 

to know of any such factor; we would thus never be able to reduce 

such probabilistic knowledge contexts to certainty. As we have seen, 

Salmon attempts to capture such irreducibly probabilistic notions in 

terms of there being objectively homogeneous reference classes with 

probability other than 0 or 1. While Salmon is unable to explicate 

this claim within an extensional frequency interpretation, this failure 

in no way indicates that the concept itself is incoherent. Is inde

terminism true or not? While there seems to be good reason to believe 

indeterminism true, we can simply stipulate that our sense of "objec

tive" may include these very kinds of indeterministic and irreducibly 

probabilistic contexts. Since the epistemic/objective distinction may 

be applied quite generally, we will have to be careful to preserve 

this distinction at each stage in our evaluation of Kyburg's discus

sion. 
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A Set of Case Studies 

To facilitate his discussion, Kyburg proceeds by considering 

six distinct cases. In the first case, he supposes "complete knowledge 

of a frequency in a finite and completely examined class" (Kyburg, 

1976, p. 365). An example might be an urn containing a known quantity 

of black and white balls; suppose that the relative frequency of white 

balls is known to be~. Speaking carefully, we might ask the question 

(slightly different from the one Kyburg asks): what is the chance 

that some ball or other in the urn is white? Now I think that if this 

question is a legitimate question about chance, then one answer at 

least must refer to an objective chance -- though clearly not an in

deterministic objective chance. Here we can easily define what the 

chance is, however; it is simply the relative frequency of black to 

white balls in the urn. Let us follow Pollock (1976, p. 194) in call

ing such chances "material" probabilities. Is there an epistemic 

probability as well? It would seem so: the probability reflecting 

our knowledge of the distribution of balls in the urn. (Of course if 

all epistemic probabilities had to function as a guide to action, 

there would be no such probabilities here, for no actions are contem

plated. There could be an action, such as drawing a ball from the urn 

-- but then we would no longer have the same case. And here I differ 

with Kyburg, but I don't want to belabor this issue.) In this exa~ple, 

then, the values for the objective and epistemic probabilities are 

both clearly ~; no conflict of intuitions is raised. Kyburg notes 



that this case reflects a legitimate, if trivial, example, but only 

involves chances that "are perfectly extensional" (1976, p. 366). 

At least with regard to the objective chance, we can readily agree. 
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The second case is much like the first, except that we no 

longer have knowledge based upon a complete examination of, say, the 

urn's contents; our knowledge instead is based upon statistical infer

ence from a limited sample. This introduces a slight complication 

into our epistemic/objective distinction. The chance value, for both 

the epistemic and objective probabilities, is no longer quite so 

directly known; instead it is accepted as the best or most strongly 

justified value we can infer. Do these clearly epistemic aspects 

undermine the applicability of objective chance to this case? Of 

course not; as before, there is a material probability -- we simply 

are not as certain what it is. This is an important practical differ

ence; in most other respects, however, "the same analysis as before 

is appropriate" (Kyburg, 1976, p. 367). 

Kyburg's third case again assumes a finite class for which 

our chance statements are inferred from limited samples; now, however, 

the finite class is spatio-temporally unlimited in principle. For an 

example, Kyburg suggests that we consider the frequency, t, of death 

among 65 year old white females in our society, inferred as before on 

the basis of some statistically acceptable sample. The chance state

ment in this case clearly attains a lawlike character not found in the 

accidental statistical generalizations of cases one and two; this 

naturally gives rise to an element of intensionality. What kind of 
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intensionality is involved here? In answering this question, Kyburg 

invites us to compare chance statements with their nonstatistical 

analogues, empirical universal generalizations: 

Suppose we find the empirical generalization, 'All A's and B's' 
acceptable, ••• we may use such statements as warrants for sub
junctives and counter-factuals: If x should turn out to be 
an A, it will be a B. Were y to have been an A, it would 
have been a B as well. But we need not attribute any non
extensional content to the-generaIIZatTOn itself ..• -rKyburg, 
1976, p. 370, my emphasis) 

Likewise, therefore, "the chance statement can be used to support 

counterfactuals" (Kyburg, 1976, p. 370, my emphasis). Now these 

claims are surprising; indeed, " •.• puzzles may be generated for this 

treatment" (Kyburg, 1976, p. 392). One such puzzle arises from the 

well-known distinction between lawlike generalizations -- "Anything 

that is copper conducts electricity" -- and purely accidental general-

izations -- "Any coin that is in my p6cket is copper." The distinction 

is between intensional and extensional content, respectively, and can 

be graphically illustrated using the notion of possible worlds: while 

a lawlike claim must hold true in all (physically) possible worlds 

(i.e., intensionally), an accidental generalization may only hold true 

in the actual world (i.e., extensionally). Extensional claims thus 

apply only to the actual world; as such, they cannot entail intension-

al claims. This result is commonly expressed as follows: while law-

like generalizations warrant or "support" counterfactuals -- "If this 

gold wire were copper, it would conduct electricity," accidental 

generalizations do not "If this gold doubloon were in my pocket, 

it would be copper." In what sense, therefore, can extensional 
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"subjunctives and counterfactuals" as Kyburg claims? 
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If the claim that these statements support counterfactuals is 

taken in its standard sense -- i.e., as claiming that the former have 

content sufficient for the logical derivation of the latter -- then no 

purely extensional claim can support a counterfactual, as extensional 

claims are limited in content to the actual world, while intensional 

claims include possible worlds as well. If we take "warrant" or 

"support" in an epistemic sense, however, we might "legitimately say 

that Kyburg's proposed empirical statements support or warrant counter

factuals, since all intensional claims must presumably be inferred 

ultimately from empirical (and thus purely extensional) statements 

anyway. Even this admission must be qualified, however, for the truth 

of a purely empirical generalization is surely not sufficient to 

warrant a corresponding lawlike or counterfactual claim. Granting an 

epistemological theory on such matters, however, we may suppose that 

such empirical generalizations would comprise part of the warrant for 

the corresponding lawlike or counterfactual claims. To preserve our 

distinction, let us employ "warrant" to mean some notion of epistemic 

support, and reserve "support" for the standard notion of logical 

support. 

The above, taken in terms of support, militates against 

Kyburg's subthesis (b). As no merely extensional statements can 

support intensional claims -- however weak the latter may be -- they 

cannot do so for (intensional) chance statements either. Yet we also 
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have an explanation for Kyburg's belief in (b): in terms of warrant, 

the subthesis appears at least plausible. Keeping this distinction in 

mind, let us now turn to Kyburg's case three. On the basis of some 

sample, we employ statistical methods to inductively infer a statisti

calor chance statement of the general form, "The chance of an A 

being a C is p." On the basis of this inference, ~e ~ay suppose 

that the chance statement concerns past, present, and future A's. The 

chance statement has an intensional character as well; in regard to 

this, Kyburg says that "it is perfectly consistent •.• with the chance 

statement .•. that there should have been either more or less A's in 

the past and that there should be more or less A's in the future" 

(1976, p. 369). However, Kyburg also thinks that it would not be con

sistent with the chance statement for any of these possible worlds --

corresponding to the more or less A's 

frequencies differing significantly from 

possible -- to have extensional 

p. We thus have three dif-

ferent kinds of worlds possible with respect to the chance statement: 

(1) worlds just like the actual except that different numbers of A's 

occur in the future; (2) worlds much like the actual except that dif

ferent numbers of A's occur in the past as well; and (3) a set of 

worlds much like those of (2) "except that it lacks the sample of A's 

we actually took" as well (Kyburg, 1976, p. 369); none of these worlds 

have extensional frequencies differing significantly from p. 

Kyburg believes that these three cases specify all possible 

worlds relative to the chance statement; they thus comprise an analy

sis of the chance statement's intensionality. While this analysis 
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seems adequate for one sense of "possible," however, there seems to be 

another sense for which there are many more possible worlds than Kyburg 

has included. This ambiguity, nevertheless, is easily explained: it 

derives from the objective/epistemic ambiguity in the chance statement 

itself. Taken objectively, the chance statement would seem to reflect 

a lawlike statistical regularity; thus the set of possible worlds (by 

Bernoulli's theorem) should also include worlds in which the relevant 

statistical frequencies differ significantly from the value p. These 

latter worlds, of course, are improbable, but nonetheless possible. 

What of the epistemic interpretation? This is Kyburg's interpretation 

-- for while the worlds with extensional frequencies differing signifi

cantly from p are (objectively) possible, they are relatively im

probable, and thus unwarranted, in view of the chance statement. Now 

these points are relevant with respect to a two part claim Kyburg 

advances about case three examples: (1) it would be unreasonable to 

act on a chance p differing from the actual frequency f of C's 

to A's, and (2) it is impossible for p to differ significantly 

from f. 

Kyburg's argument for the (1) claim is quite similar to that 

applied to the van Fraassen example. If we are given that "the chance 

of survival for a year of a 65 year old American female is p, where 

the frequency of survival for a year in the same class is fll (Kyburg, 

1976, p. 368), then even if p and f differ significantly, a 

bettor on this state of affairs (e.g., an insurance company) would 

clearly choose f to determine the odds. As before, this example 
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offers extraordinary knowledge compared to the more typical knowledge 

of the relevant objective chance; for a guide to action we would thus 

employ the principle of total evidence by preferring the extraordinary 

knowledge reflected by f. As before, this explains how we can agree 

with Kyburg's first claim -- interpreted epistemically. At the same 

time, however, the legitimacy of the objective chance notion -- differ

ing in its value from f -- is in no way impaired. It is therefore 

not at all unreasonable to think that an (objective) chance -- differ

ing significantly in its value from f -- exists. 

With regard to (2), Kyburg first asks us to consider his set 

of possible worlds -- those worlds (epistemically) consistent with the 

chance statement asserting the chance to be p. He then asserts the 

following principle: "To have reason to believe that the chance of 

an A's being a C is p, is to have reason to believe that the fre

quency, in any of these worlds, is pIt (1976, p. 370). But suppose 

that the frequency in the actual world turns out in fact to be f 

where f differs significantly from p. This need not show "that our 

original statement concerning the chance of an A's being a C was 

unwarranted; but it does show that it was wrong. Given our original 

statement asserting that the chance is p, such a world is not among 

~ possible ones. Note that this is an impossibility ... " (Kyburg, 

1976, p. 370, my emphases). 

What is wrong here? Even if the supposed chance p did turn 

out to differ Significantly from the actual f, this fact would 

surely not mean that, with respect to a chance statement assertins the 
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chance to be p, worlds with an extensional frequency of fare 

impossible. In what sense are such worlds impossible? In keeping with 

Kyburg's entire discussion, the sense is epistemic. Kyburg's principle 

is key here; paraphrased, it asserts that "whenever we are warranted 

in ascribing a chance p, we can only be warranted in inferring to a 

narrow range of frequencies -- namely frequencies not differing signif

icantly from p." Note that this principle, which may well be true, 

is the motivation behind Kyburg's limited range of possible worlds 

given a statement asserting the chance to be p, no world with f 

differing Significantly from p is possible. None of this applies 

with respect to objective chance, however. In particular, Bernoulli's 

theorem would seem to contradict any ohjective parallel to the epis

temic principle Kyburg employs as key here. Thus, while Kyburg may 

indeed be right about claim (2) interpreted in his epistemic sense, 

he has failed entirely to establish this claim as interpreted objec

tively. There is, admittedly, an appearance of having established 

this, but this illusion is only achieved by failing to countenance a 

legitimate objective interpretation in addition to the epistemic 

interpretation. We thus have no reason to deny, on an objective in

terpretation, either (1) the reasonableness or (2) the possibility of 

a chance p differing significantly from the actual frequency f. 

Kyburg concludes that his case three example calls for nothing 

but a "straight-forwardly extensional" construal of the chance state

ments (1976, p. 370). These case three chance statements are extreme

ly significant, furthermore, since "it is hard to imagine more c1earcut 
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paradigms of the statistical and distribution statements we use as 

a foundation for the probabilities that we must take account of in 

practice" (Kyburg, 1976, p. 368). Nevertheless, Kyburg has not made 

his case. First, Kyburg claims that these chance statements can sup

port counterfactuals; further, if case three is indeed the paradigm 

Kyburg claims it to be, these statements will have to support counter

factuals, since they do in scientific practice. We have seen, however, 

that while "straight-forwardly" extensional statements might, (in 

Kyburg's sense) warrant counterfactuals, they cannot support counter

factuals -- but it is the latter sense with which we are concerned. 

Second, we have yet to be given any reason to deny (1) the reasonable

ness or (2) the possibility of an objective chance differing signifi

cantly from the actual frequency. Finally, these paradigm chance 

statements, contra Kyburg, are indeed intensional to Quine's third 

degree of involvement, i.e., we must regard "the chance statements 

themselves, as statements in the object language, to be intensional" 

(1976, p. 363). On Kyburg's own admission, this degree of modality is 

indicated when "substitutivity of identity in the chance statement, 

and not merely in a probability statement, fails ... " (Kyburg, 1976, 

p. 363). But this is the very kind of intensionality indicated by our 

objective interpretation -- where the chance value may differ signifi

cantly from the actual (extensional) frequency. The appropriate con

strual of case three chance statements is therefore that they involve, 

not merely epistemic, but strict, chances. (And this amends the 

earlier "conflict of intuitions" analysis, for when an objective 



construal of chance as a material probability must be ruled out, (as 

in the present case three) the only construal remaining is that of 

strict chance.) 
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Cases four and five, while apparently involving even more in

tensionality than case three, are nevertheless treated by Kyburg in 

much the same way as case three. Our evaluation may likewise remain 

the same therefore, as surely what Kyburg thinks to be more intensional 

must, by our analysis, be found to be at least as intensional as case 

three. 

Chance and Atomic Theory 

We may now turn to a consideration of Kyburg's final case, 

involving theoretically based chance statements. "Here we are con

cerned, not with a chance setup characterized empirically, but with an 

idealized chance setup. We consider, for example, ... the chance of 

an atom in a certain state undergoing a transition to another state .•. " 

(Kyburg, 1976, p. 383). Such a chance statement, Kyburg believes, is 

best understood as identifying the chance with the limiting frequencies 

of idealized infinite sequences -- consisting of what he calls full 

populations. Since there nevertheless exists a large but finite num

ber of actual atoms, he further suggests that we consider the actual 

sequence of such atoms as a truncation of any number of possible 

infinite sequences of such atoms, where "all of these infinite se

quences are characterized by the same limiting frequency" (Kyburg, 

1976, p. 387). 
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Here the analysis clearly involves possibilia and is thus 

intensional; further, it appears to involve the third grade of modal 

involvement, since the extensional frequency of an actual sequence of 

atoms may surely differ from the limiting frequencies of the hypothe-

sized possible sequences. Kyburg nevertheless maintains that the 

properly analyzed "degree of modal involvement is relatively minimal" 

(1916, p. 391). His reasons for this claim derive from the theoretical 

character of case six examples. In our atomic example, for instance, 

"it is the theory itself ••. " that tells us all the properties of the 

hypothesized possible sequences (Kyburg, 1916, p. 381). Thus, while 

we have previously noted that the limiting frequency of an infinite 

sequence is undetermined until some ordering is specified, there is no 

difficulty here; Kyburg explains (in the context of a very similar 

example) that these sequences are simply "given as ordered" (1916, 

p. 385). Further, the theory tells us "that all of these infinite 

sequences are characterized by the same limiting frequency (Kyburg, 

1976, p. 381). It is on the basis of these considerations that Kyburg 

is able to make his claim about .the chance statements' intensionality. 

For clearly these chance statements, in view of the above, are not to 

be construed as about any merely actual population -- rather, they are 

about the theoretical "full populations." Now relative to these full 

populations, we have "no failure of extensionality at all. If A and 

B are both full populations, as specified earlier, and if A = B, 

then any distribution statement about A implies the corresponding 



distribution statement about B" -- as determined by the theory it

self (Kyburg, 1976, p. 390). 
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Yet Kyburg admits a minimal intensionality for case six chance 

statements: "The element of intensionality lies in the fact that A 

and B may be identical in this world, ••• while a B-ful and an A-ful 

population may not be identical" (1976, p. 391). This failure of 

substitutivity however only arises in the metalanguage of atomic theory 

itself. Kyburg thus views case six chance statements to be intensional 

in the same way that his epistemological probability statements are 

intensional Le., "as statements about provability are intensional" 

(1981 , p. 15). 

Is this an acceptable analysis? I think not, for the follow

ing reasons: first, if we are to take seriously the claim that all 

actual atoms comprise truncations of theoretical full populations, the 

intensionality must be of the third degree; second, if we are to adopt 

a realist interpretation of atomic theory, the intensionality must be 

of the third degree; third, Kyburg's limiting frequency conception of 

theoretical full populations is unacceptable as even an idealization 

of physical reality. These criticisms will be examined in order. 

Kyburg tells us that all actual atoms, if finite in number, 

comprise merely a truncation of the full population entailed by the 

theory and its chance statements. The properties of this full popula

tion, however, need not directly reflect the properties of sets of 

actual atoms. Rather, all of the full population's properties are 

determined by the theory itself. To what degree, then, can we expect 



the theory to ascribe appropriate statistical properties to sets of 

actual atoms? Presumably to the degree atomic theory correctly de

scribes actual atoms. But this may not be quite right; for couldn't 

the statistical properties of the truncation -- the finite set of 

actual atoms -- differ significantly from those properties theoreti

cally ascribed to the full populations? From a limiting frequency 

point of view this of course is possible; as Salmon (1966, p. 85) has 

put it, "Any value of the relative frequency in an observed initial 

section of any length is compatible with any value for the limit." 
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From the point of view of our objective interpretation of chance, it is 

likewise possible: as we have seen, the chance -- now defined in terms 

of a theoretical frequency -- could surely differ significantly from 

the frequency of a finite set of actual atoms. Kyburg, however, has 

denied this latter claim. We thus apparently have, once again, a 

conflict between Kyburg's epistemic and our objective interpretation. 

Let us sort it out. 

If Kyburg were right, then any world in which the frequency 

differed from the chance would be impossible, and the theoretical 

chances would indeed match the frequency of the actual set of atoms. 

But Kyburg's results only apply to his epistemic interpretation; and 

we have seen it to be indeed objectively possible for the chance to 

differ significantly from the actual frequency. (1) Suppose, for a 

finite truncation, that they do differ: then the chance must be 

strictly intensional, as in our analysis of case three. (2) Suppose 

instead that the truncation is infinite (altering the sense of 
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truncation appropriately), but that the chance and frequency differ; 

then we will still have a chance that is strictly intensional. Now 

perhaps Kyburg would want to analyze this (2) case like case three 

instead -- after all, given an infinite set of actual atoms, what need 

is there for a theory? As we have seen, however, strict chance is the 

appropriate analysis for case three as well. Regardless of which al

ternative we choose, therefore, we are left with strict chance. 

The above may not be an accurate representation of Kyburg's 

position, however. First, it seems unlikely that Kyburg would deny the 

obvious truth expressed in our above quotation from Salmon -- although 

it is not clear that even this is an epistemic possibility consistent 

with Kyburg's approach. Second, it must be stressed that Kyburg's 

case six examples involve theoretical claims of extreme idealization 

so much so, in fact, that other case six examples represent theoretical 

idealizations "to the point where no actual chance setup could even 

satisfy the description ... " (Kyburg, 1976, p. 384). Perhaps atomic 

theory is likewise so idealized as to have little to say about actual 

atoms. In view of these points, therefore, Kyburg may indeed not 

require any significant match between the theoretical chance and the 

frequency of the actual atoms -- the properties of sets of actual 

atoms being largely irrelevant to the properties of full populations 

as ascribed by the theory. Nevertheless, we still will have strict 

chances. Note first that if the truncated set of actual atoms is 

infinite, the properties of the actual atoms cannot be irrelevant, for 

their (infinite) contribution to the sequence cannot be ignored. 
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We are thus back to our alternative (2) above. Of course, we may defer 

again to a case three type analysis; as before, either way yields 

strict chances. What of alternative (l)? From our extreme ideali

zation point of view, the properties of a finite set of atoms are 

presumably irrelevant to any chance statements; they further are com

pletely absorbed within the infinite full population sequence. But 

then what is Kyburg's point in truncating this (perhaps very large) 

set of finite atoms to the full populations? 

Moving to the second criticism, let us now consider case six 

chance statements from a realist point of view. In so doing we may 

profit from the preceding discussion; I think it clear, for instance, 

that atomic theory cannot be construed realistically as an extreme 

idealization -- for from this viewpoint, atomic theory seems to have 

little to do with actual atoms. It must therefore be construed, 

realistically, as about actual atoms and their properties. Yet even 

on this viewpoint there may be some idealization typically mathe-

matical -- as, for instance, in the idealization of instantaneous 

velocities, momenta, etc. employed in physics (a point suggested by 

Salmon, in conversation). Even with this level of idealization, 

however, it would appear that the theoretical language must be there

fore construed as an object language, i.e., as about actual things in 

the world. Kyburg would presumably object: it is a theoretical 

language its claims have thus been inferred from an observational 

basis -- and so it is a metalanguage. Now Kyburg's point is only as 

good a~ the dubious observational/theoretical distinction upon which 
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it turns. If we grant the distinction, however, we once again arrive 

at an epistemic/objective ambiguity: while the theoretical claims must 

perhaps be ultimately based (in an epistemic sense) upon observation, 

this fact in no way precludes an objective interpretation of the 

theoretical claims themselves, i.e., as being about actual things. 

Realism and an objective interpretation are thus closely tied; on such 

an interpretation, theoretical chance ~laims are best construed as part 

of an object language. Now Kyburg has admitted a second degree in

tensionality in case six chance claims -- since substitutivity fails 

for these claims as claims in the metalanguage. But we have argued 

that these claims belong in the object language; so understood, they 

display the third degree of modal involvement. 

Finally; on Kyburg's construal, chance statements in atomic 

theory assert claims about limiting frequencies of theoretical full 

populations. We have seen previously, however, how relativistic con

siderations suggest that no unique limit can be spatio-temporally 

defined, in principle, for infinite sets of physical objects. If 

atomic theory is to be construed realistically, therefore, we cannot 

simply stipulate that the theory determines some ordering by which the 

limit may be determined. Surely a realistically interpreted theory, 

even one including some idealization, must remain consistent ,-lith 

other scientific theories also interpreted realistically -- such as 

special relativity. Of course, we did previously grant that a non

spatio-temporal ordering, and thus a limit, could be stipulated via 

rigid designators -- could not a suitably idealized theory do 



likewise? Indeed it could, but as we have seen, only to the extent 

that it fails to satisfy a realistic and objective interpretation. 

Kyburg's theoretically extensionalist construal where, "if we con-
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strue chance statements as being about the full populations, there is 

no failure of extensionality at all" (1976, p. 390) -- is realistical

ly inconsistent with relativity, and thus unacceptable. 

Kyburg's case six analysis of chance statements must be re

jectedj contrary to his (a) thesis, therefore, an adequate account of 

chance statements in science indeed requires a strongly intensional 

degree of modality -- the very kind recommended by intensional fre

quency and propensity advocates. While so far we have granted an 

epistemic version of thesis (b) -- i.e., that knowledge of extensional 

frequencies might ultimately warrant the intensional character that 

occasionally appears in chance statements -- we have nevertheless 

argued against an objective version of thesis (b) -- i.e., that is, 

against the claim that extensional statements alone could support 

i~tensional chance statements. The body of Kyburg's theses are thus 

seriously undermined. 

Even these results may nevertheless fail to completely under

mine an intuition behind Kyburg's theses (a) and (b)j in particular, 

this intuition may be (inappropriately) encouraged by our tentatively 

granting an epistemic interpretation of (b). This intuition can per

haps be put as follows: since the knowledge of extensional frequencies 

may ultimately warrant intensional chance statements, it might in some 

sense account for the intensionality as well. Here the term 
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"ultimately" plays a key role: the term is indeed fundamental, I 

believe, to the intuition guiding both Kyburg and Salmon on all these 

matters. This opinion is supported by others of Kyburg's comments, for 

instance: "At the heart of every theoretical structure is a set of 

brute empirical frequencies which themselves have no further theoreti

cal underpinnings" (1976, p. 371). More generally, I think this 

intuition lies behind all of the nagging doubts noted at the start 

and above all, to the feeling that there must be something to the 

extensional frequency approach's compelling appeal. Stating the 

intuition more precisely, it seems that, as any theoretical concept 

(such as chance) must ultimately be based upon (inferred from) a purely 

empirical -- and thus extensional -- basis, it would seem that such 

concepts must in some sense be reducible to their extensional basis as 

well. From this point of view, Kyburg's ultimate thesis -- that the 

concept of strict chance can add nothing not already provided by 

extensional frequencies -- appears quite reasonable. In closing this 

chapter, I will advance a final set of considerations against this 

intuition -- considerations which I think undermine the intuition, and 

thus the extensional frequency project, once and for all. 

Before we begin, however, we must again be most careful of the 

subtle but critical danger of failing to distinguish objective from 

epistemic concerns. Consider once again the highly theoretical struc

ture of atomic theory; the reasons we have found to construe this 

theory as including strongly intensional object language claims must 

militate against any intuition that we could logically or semantically 
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reduce such claims to purely extensional ones. On the other hand, we 

can account to some degree for Kyburg's intuition as well: for it 

seems clear that any reasons we might have for believing such a theory, 

interpreted either realistically or not, may well derive ultimately 

from the extensional basis referred to above. Here, "basis" is under

stood as earlier defined: a set of claims that yield, through various 

inference rules, (epistemic) support for other metalinguistic state

ments, e.g., the probability statements of Kyburg's epistemological 

probability theory. We might even speak of this basis as comprising 

an (epistemic) "reduction" of such metalinguistic statements. Never

theless, what is metalingistic in one context need not be in another; 

again, therefore, these epistemic conclusions in no way defeat the 

objective, and thus realist, conclusions arrived at previously. 

The Extensionalist's Dilemma 

The previous conclusions included the result that it is not 

unreasonable to attribute strict intensionality to certain basis 

statements -- e.g., chance statements in atomic theory. Further, we 

have seen that, for at least atomic theory, such strict intensionality 

indeed is so ascribed. These results, however do not at all establish 

a stronger claim: that 5t could ever be reasonable to accept a theory 

(such as atomic theory) that contains claims involving strict chance 

statements. In view of Kyburg's claim that any theory is ultimately 

based (via rules of inference) upon brute extensional data, we might 

indeed wonder how a theory that includes strict chance statements 

could ever be so based. Or, putting the problem in terms of Kyburf's 
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ultimate thesis: we might wonder how claims of strict chance --

involving as they do a strong intensionality could ever add anything 

to the empirical content already provided by the extensional frequen-

cies from which they are ultimately inferred. 

The import of the above concerns may constructively be put in 

the form of a dilemma: 

Pl) If even strictly intensional chance statements must ulti
mately be based (epistemically) on purely extensional data 
statements, then these chance statements should be replaceable, 
in principle, by their purely extensional basis with no loss 
of empirical content. 

P2) If strictly intensional chance statements are not ultimately 
based upon purely extensional data statements, then they must be 
purely metaphysical conjectures, and could be replaced, in 
principle, by some purely extensional claims with no loss (and 
perhaps only a gain) of empirical content. 

P3) Either strictly intensional chance statements are ultimately 
based on purely extensional data, or they are not. 

C) Therefore, these intensional statements may be, in principle, 
replaced by purely extensional claims with no loss of empirical 
content; i.e., "concepts (of strict chance -- my insertion) add 
nothing to what is provided by our knowledge of frequencies •.. " 
(Kyburg, 1976, p. 355) 

The above dilemma is deliberately formulated so as to suggest 

a close parallel to a dilemma Hempel has called "The Theoretician's 

Dilemma" (Hempel, revised 1965; p. 186). Hempel's dilemma is 

concerned with the need for theoretical concepts; our dilemma is con-

cerned with the need for intensional concepts. Do the same kinds of 

considerations apply to both concerns? It would seem that they do; 

noting that our concern is with a property (intensionality) essential 

to the theoretical notion of chance as it appears in atomic theory, it 

would seem that any considerations in favor of such theoretical 



concepts as chance would likewise work in favor of the intensional 

properties entailed by that concept. 
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In fact, however, the situation is more complicated than this. 

In Hempel's version, the dilemma applies simply to concepts function

ing in scientific theories (e.g., atomic theory); in our version, the 

dilemma applies to a philosophical interpretation of a theoretical term 

(the notion of chance) as it appears in scientific (e.g., atomic) 

theory. Thus, even if we allow Hempel's considerations in support of 

scientific concepts such as chance, further considerations will be 

needed to support the philosophical interpretation by which strict in

tensionality is attributed to chance. Does this weaken our position in 

favor of a strictly intensional chance concept? I think that a sketch 

of the appropriate considerations will rather strengthen our position. 

By now it is clear that the epistemic/objective distinction 

has played a critical role in sorting out and ultimately defeating 

Kyburg's arguments against strict chance. This is no accident, for 

the same distinction seems to lie behind Kyburg's ultimate intuitioh 

as it applies to chance -- as well. Correlated with an epistemic 

interpretation of chance, we have seen need for at most the second 

degree of modal involvement; with regard to an objective interpreta

tion of chance, however, we have seen need for the strongly intension

al third degree of involvement. In discussing determinism and 

indeterminism, we further have seen that, if determinism were true, 

contexts of chance would amount to no more than epistemic contexts; if 

indeterminism is true, however, chance contexts apparently must be 



taken as objective contexts. Likewise, therefore, if determinism is 

true, we need at most only the second degree of involvement; if in

determinism is true, we apparently require the third degree of modal 

involvement. But all of these points -- by which we have evaluated 

Kyburg's claims -- depend upon our construal of atomic theory. And 

here, we have similar choices: (1) we may interpret atomic theory 

epistemically as involving only an epistemic indeterminism or un-

certainty (i.e., ignorance) in its chance statements -- or (2) we may 
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interpret the theory in a realist and objective fashion as involving 

an objective indeterminism, independent of our knowledge, within 

physical reality itself. The interrelations should be reasonably 

clear: if we take interpretation (1), no strict chance concepts will 

be called for; if we take interpretation (2), the strong intensionality 

we have discussed will be required. 

Are there any reasons to prefer interpretation (2) of atomic 

theory? Indeed there are. First, it seems that this interpretation 

is at least perfectly coherent; it has surely appeared coherent -

whether or not it is right is another matter -- for quite some time 

among those physicists and philosophers who have considered it. 

Further, our own previous discussion has indicated no incoherence in 

either the notions of indeterminism or strict chance. Second, how

ever, this latter interpretation -- especially as bolstered (perhaps) 

by von Neumann's controversial proof of the impossibility of hidden 

(deterministic) factors within quantum theory -- has long been con

sidered the preferable interpretation since the earliest days of 



quantum physics. Following Hempel's (1958, revised 1965) considera

tions with regard to the theoretician's dilemma, interpretation (2) 
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is further recommended to the degree that it (a) is holistically con

firmed as an interpretative system, (b) achieves broad economy of 

expression, (c) lends itself to inductive and statistical prediction 

and explanation, and (d) achieves a fruitful heuristic role. While it 

is beyond the scope of this discussion to examine in detail the degree 

to which atomic theory achieves the foregoing, I take it as well 

established that it has fared very well in these regards. 

On the basis of considerations paralleling Hempel's Theoreti

cian's Dilemma, we may therefore conclude that the preferred interpre

tation of atomic theory must at present be according to the objective 

and realist construal of interpretation (2). As this choice ultimate

ly calls for a notion of strict chance, it appears we are justified on 

this basis in countenancing this notion as well. We have shown 

therefore both how it can be reasonable to accept a theory entailing 

strict chance statements, and how such notions may indeed add some

thing to the extensional basis from which they are ultimately inferred. 

I think, therefore, that we have sufficiently responded to Kyburg's 

extensionalist challenge; we have, as well, clearly established the 

need for a concept of objective and strict chance. In the next two 

chapters, we will consider a serious, if unacceptable, attempt to 

analyze this notion within a personalist-based framework. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

PERSONALISM AND PROPENSITY: 
MELLOR'S THEORY OF CHANCE 

In the previous two chapters we have analyzed, sifted, and 

criticized the extensional frequency approach; in conclusion we have 

determined that it can hold no promise as the basis for an acceptable 

interpretation of objective probability. There remains, therefore, 

the family of interpretations loosely labelled the "propensity" 

theories -- most of which resemble each other in sharing both an 

antipathy towards strict extensional ism and a mild attraction towards 

intensional frequentism. One notable exception, however, is the 

propensity theory presented in D. H. Mellor's The Matter of Chance 

(1971); while claiming the "propensity" surname, this interpretation 

reflects a more mixed heritage. Mellor's central thesis consists of 

two parts: (I) that chance statements express warranted partial 

beliefs about certain features of the trial situation, and (II) that 

chance statements are "made true" (Mellor 1971, p. 1) by the exis-

tence of objective dispositional properties called propensities. 

The context, furthermore, in which this thesis is presented embraces 

at least the Hurnean roots of extensionalism, but rejects any role of 

frequencies whatsoever in its concept of propensity. As Mellor's 

theory is quite comprehensive, controversial, and interesting in its 

own right, it will serve as the topic of this chapter and the next. 

A careful evaluation of this theory will yield much, I think, 
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towards understanding what may constitute an acceptable theory of 

objective probability. 

What's the Matter with 
"THE MATTER OF CHANCE"? 

In relating a concept of objective chance to the notion of 

partial belief, it would seem natural to first analyze objective 

chance in terms of its ontological basis -- whether via frequencies 

or propensities and then make partial beliefs about particular 

chance events depend somehow on this basis. Giere (1973, pp. 153-

154) does this straightforwardly: "If a set-up has a tendency of 

strength ~ to produce outcome A on a particular trial, then ~ is 

the correct degree of belief in A on that trial because this is 

the value for which the subjective expectation fits the objective 

expectation." In sharp contrast, Mellor (1971, p. 2) reverses this 

approach for his theory, opting instead "to base an account of ob-

jective probability on a concept of partial belief." While such a 

personalist-based approach to objective chance seems unpromising in 

view of the more or less subjectivist tradition associated with 

personalism, Mellor's goal is to exploit the strengths of the per-

sonalist approach while shedding its subjectivist trappings. The 

goal is to be accomplished -- strictly within the confines of a 

Humean framework -- by adding to the personalist constraints of co-
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herence a further constraint, derived from certain objective charac-

teristics of the chance situation. A careful study of Mellor's 

treatment, however, reveals that he fails in this attempt; further, 

his purported analysis of objective chance yields essentially a 
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per'sonalist theory or propensity. In examining this aspect of Mellor's 

theory, I will address three broad concerns: (1) how his analysis in 

fact relates to its personalist foundations; (2) how it fails· as an an-

alysis of objective chance; and more generally, (3) what hope there is 

for any such personalist-based theory of objective chance to succeed. 

As Mellor's presentation is not entirely unambiguous, I will quote 

extensively to guarantee an accurate representation of his position. 

The relevant portion from Mellor is presented in Chapter Eight, 

in the context of answering an objection raised by Kneale and Mackie, 

to the effect that propensities add a non-Humean element to the theory 

of chance: 

••• Suppose a given coin always lands heads and hence that all 
coins of some independently specified kind do so. There could 
be a natural law to this effect. For the Humean it would 
assert the constant conjunction of events of these two inde
pendent kinds, namely coin tossings of the specified kind and 
landing heads • .•• there is for the Humean no further con
nection •.• Returning to the statistical case, we have a 
conjunction of events, •.• but no longer a constant conjunc
tion. Yet the propensity theory seems to assert that nature 
contains more than the two events. It contains also objec
tively, empirically, in each single case, something of which 
chance is the measure, that makes it reasonable to expect ... 
the one event to follow the other. In the extreme case of the 
chance approaching or equal to one it has precisely the role 
of that necessary but nonlogical connection which a Humean 
denies to exist. (Mellor 1971, pp. 157-158) 

As Mellor (1971, p. 3) desires to "show that no properly hallowed 

Humean doctrine is denied," he develops his reply with some care. 

First he addresses the deterministic case: Suppose we have a deter-

minis tic law which connects events of kind A with events of kind B. 

The law is thus taken to ascribe a chance of 1 to the occurrence of a 

B-event given the occurrence of an A-event. Now the ascription of 
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this chance to a particular case represents a fact "over and above" 

the mere fact that both a B-event and an A-event do occur for that 

particular case. But "a Humean constant conjunction suffices. to 

establish this extra fact. No further connection is needed between 

pairs of events of kind A and B" (Mellor 1971, p. 160). Thus, "If 

I know that every A-event, past, present and future, is accompanied by 

a B-event, I know that this one is. It would be unreasonable of me 

in this assumed state of knowledge to put any money on the B-event 

not happening .•• " (Mellor 1971, p. 159). So knowledge of such a 

Humean constant conjunction is sufficient to make a partial belief of 

degree 1 reasonable. It is not important here how we might come to 

know of such a constant conjunction or the associated law. The impor

tant point is simply that, given knowledge of a constant conjunction, 

the chance, 1, can be sensibly understood to be the uniquely reason

able partial belief. 

There are two notes to make about Mellor's response at this 

pOint. First, Mellor's treatment is actually intended to serve a 

dual function: (i) to show that no Humean doctrine is violated, and 

(ii) to provide an analysis of chance (here of a chance of 1) in 

terms of uniquely reasonable partial belief. We will return to this 

important point. Second, Salmon (1979, p. 187) comments that even 

for a deterministic law, the assignment of a chance equal to 1 may be 

inappropriate with the chance being interpreted as a CBQ (Coherent 

Betting Quotient) -- "In a certain sense, Mellor's argument seems 

eminently sensible, but upon slight reformulation a difficult proble~ 

emerges. If ... I know that all A are 3, would it be rational to 
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accept a bet of one pfennig that the next A will be a non-B if I am 

required to put up 109 DM on the opposite side?" The dispute here is 

between requiring coherence (Mellor) versus strict coherence (Salmon); 

it may be irrational to accept a bet where one can lose a great deal 

but gain little or nothing. But we must be careful where we apply 

this point. In the forced betting situations Mellor stipulates, 

coherence and not strict coherence describes the best choice the 

gambler can obtain -- and the gambler is surely reasonable to choose 

the best bet obtainable. The problem is thus not rooted here, but 

rather in the betting scheme Mellor develops, in a familiar person

alist manner, to determine a bettor's partial beliefs. While Salmon's 

point may well indicate the need for revision of Mellor's betting 

scheme, such revision would presumably only complicate rather than 

fundamentally alter the treatment presently under discussion. 

Mellor next formulates his response for the statistical case. 

In close analogy with the deterministic case, we can assume a statis

tical law connecting A-events to B-events with a probability of p. 

This law again is taken to express an extra fact about an A-event, 

namely that "some degree of probability p is more reasonable than 

others on its being accompanied by a B-event" (Mellor 1971, p. 160). 

However, "The question is whether statistical laws can be given a 

Humean interpretation on the propensity theory" (Mellor 1971, p. 160). 

If this can be done, and if, with just this Humean baSiS, the chance 

itself can be explicated as reasonable partial belief, the analogy 

with the deterministic case is complete. Mellor attempts to accom-

plish these things by employing the law of large numbers. 
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Mellor first assumes (l971, p. l6l) that "If a gambler can be 

made to bet once, he can be made to bet again." All such bets involv-

ing the same trial situation will then presumably involve the same 

chance distribution and same warranted CBOs. Mellor then introduces 

(1971, p. 160) his pivotal claim: "A partial belief is reasonable if 

the gambler can know he would break even after some repeated bets at 

the corresponding CBO and unreasonable if he cannot know this." For 

a particular partial belief to be uniquely reasonable, then, it must 

uniquely enable the gambler to know that he will break even. This is 

accomplished via the application of the law of large numbers. Suppose 

the gambler knows of some statistical law involving p, A and B. 

He then 

holds there to be a chance p of a B-event on each occa
sion of the bet. If he is right then the strong law of 
large numbers shows of p alone that there is an arbitrarily 
high probability 1 - e that after some sufficiently large 
number of bets, N, the frequency f will differ from p by 
less than some arbitrarily small amount d . ..• the arbi
trarily small constant d plainly explicates the concept of 
breaking even. (Mellor 1971, pp. 16l-162) 

Again, it is not important how the statistical law may come to be 

known; the claim is only that given such a law -- amounting to merely 

a Humean partial conjunction of events -- the specified partial 

belief can be shown to be uniquely reasonable. 

The statistical case is more complicated than the determin-

istic case, however, for we have an additional probability to deal 

With, the 1 - e term. This factor, described (Mellor 1971, p. 162) 

as "an arbitrarily strong partial belief," cannot itself be analyzed 

in te!"'ms of chance or the previously rejected freC1uency interpre,:-a:ior.. 
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Instead, Mellor deals with this term in an ingenuous but inadequate 

way. Having already argued that an "increasing partial belief must 

emerge into full belief," he utilizes this "asymptotic property of 

very high reasonable CBQs" by identifying the 1 - e partial belief 

with "the corresponding full belief" (Mellor 1971, p. 162) -- a notion 

needing no further analysis. Mellor thus claims to provide an analy-

sis of chance with no non-Humean connections: chance is understood 

in terms of reasonable partial belief, which in turn is explicated 

via the law of large numbers into the gambler's possible knowledge of 

breaking even. Finally, "breaking even" is explained in a purely 

Humean fashion, for it consists of "nothing but facts about occur-

rences of A-events and B-events" (Mellor 1971, p. 164). 

Again, there are a couple of notes to make. First, just as 

with the deterministic case, Mellor's argument is being employed with 

a dual function. (i) His argument is offered, in the context of 

concern for Humean acceptability, to show that the analysis is so 

acceptable. (iii At the same time, however, the argument itself 

serves as part of the analysis of chance as uniquely reasonable 

partial belief. Second, Mellor's interpretation of "breaking even" 

has generated some controversy. As explained, this notion is expli-

cated by the constant d -- the difference between the frequency after 

N trials and the CBQ at which the gambler bets. Although d may be 

very small, the number of individual bets the gambler gains or loses 

relative to his opponent can become quite large as N becomes large. 

For example, an N of 106 with a "break even" value of .001 still 

3 represents 10 accumulated losses or gains. At any sizable stake, 
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the gambler may thus "break even" while exchanging a considerable sum 

of money with his opponent. Although Giere and Salmon both emphasize 

this objection, it does not seem to me to be very grave; all Mellor 

really needs is for the gambler to know that setting his CSQ to p is 

the best strategy available towards the goal of breaking even in the 

standard sense. Thus while Mellor's explication of d as "breaking 

even" is rather deviant, it nevertheless remains true that making d 

arbitrarily small still reflects the best strategy for the gambler 

however we might interpret d. 

Having noted these concerns, we may proceed to two problems 

that I think are fundamentally damaging to Mellor's theory. Mellor 

himself raises and then dismisses the first of these: his identifi

cation of the very high I - e partial belief with full belief seems 

to fall afoul of a lottery paradox. The problem is that this identi

fication seems analogous to a lottery case where no justified partial 

belief less than I may be identified with a justified full belief, on 

pain of generating an inconsistent set of beliefs. Mellor, however, 

claims to avoid the objection through his application of the law of 

large numbers. The lottery paradox, after all, shows that " ... in 

some circumstances a claim to knowledge is not adequately supported 

by the reasonableness of any particular partial belief however 

strong" (Mellor 1971, p. 163) -- but the identification of partial 

with the full belief needed for knowledge is certainly not ruled out 

when other support is provided. The law of large numbers is sup

posed to provide this support, in that given a p, it "entails the 



reasonableness, for ~ number N of single bets ••. strong enough 

to make that lottery unparadoxical" (Mellor 1971, p. 163). Applying 

this result to the gambler, there will always be some N for which 

the partial belief is high enough; it is thus not unreasonable to 

identify his 1 - e belief with a full belief (and thus as a com

ponent of the gambler's knowledge). 

Mellor's escape from the lottery paradox, however, is only 

insured by the payment of a yet higher price. What price is actually 

paid depends on our interpretation of Mellor. I have described him 

as identifying the high partial belief with full belief; he speaks 

(Mellor 1971, p. 162) of the partial belief as "merging into" the 

full belief. But what does this come to? Mellor certainly cannot 

mean that any belief of degree 1 - e is identical to a belief of 

degree 1, for the price of this is a contradiction, and anyway, 

belief is a qualitative concept distinct from the quantitative con

cept of partial belief. Perhaps then we should interpret Mellor as 

intending the partial belief and corresponding belief, as distinct 

states, to be held concurrently. But even if this can happen, there 

is no guarantee that the resulting belief structure will be coherent. 

Consider, for instance, a lottery or a bet on a u238 radioactive 

decay, where the full knowledge context includes both a high proba

bility for a certain state of affairs not occurring (a win or decay, 

respectively), and a low but nonzero probability that it will obtain. 

Such cases are just those kinds of cases where we know of the possi

bility of exceptions, and so withhold full belief: it would be 

incoherent to hold a full belief along with a small but contra~ictory 
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partial belief. But the law of large numbers generates the same kind 

of case: for the law does not assert that the difference between f 

and p will always be less than d, but only that this is highly 

probable. There remains, acknowledged in the law, the possibility of 

exceptions. Knowing this, a gambler cannot concurrently hold a full 

belief that no exceptions will occur and maintain coherence. As the 

price of incoherence is too high for a personalist such as Mellor, 

this interpretation cannot be allowed either. 

There remains one final possibility: that the full belief 

replaces the partial belief in the gambler's belief structure. As 
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his partial belief nears 1, therefore, at some point a full belief is 

substituted for it. Now this cannot be the whole story, for as dis

cussed above, the law of large numbers still implies the possibility 

-- with probability e -- of exceptions. By merely replacing the 

partial by the full belief, we have essentially the same problem as 

immediately above. Presumably then, the replacement must be of the 

old belief structure by a new one that includes no recognition of 

possible exceptions. This new belief structure will then be coherent, 

but only at yet another price -- the loss of knowledge relative to 

that available (i.e., relative to the gambler's original belief struc

ture). But the gambler cannot justifiably hold this new set of 

beliefs in view of the more detailed and accurate knowledge available 

to him. These interpretations thus yield a dilemma -- we either 

choose contradiction, incoherence, or an unjustified set of beliefs. 

Mellor of course cannot accept any of these. 



In view of these alternatives and their failure, it does not 

appear that Mellor's notion of a partial belief "merging into" a full 

belief can be used here. Furthermore, as the latter two interpreta

tions fail in part just because of the law of large numbers, it does 

not seem that this law can provide a justification for treating the 

1 - e term as a full belief, and so be of any help in avoiding the 

lottery paradox. The reason should by now be reasonably clear -- as 

the law of large numbers only makes highly probable the gambler's 

breaking even (in Mellor's terminology), it cannot guarantee his 

breaking even. Further, it implies the possibility of failing to 

break even -- the very kind of possibility which defeats the identi

fication of partial with full belief in a lottery. Mellor's appeal 

to the law of large numbers cannot help, therefore, and the lottery 

paradox retains its force against Mellor's analysis. 

While the above problem is already conclusive against 

Mellor's analysis, the more interesting objection is that his analy

sis yields an essentially personalist theory. It turns out that this 

point can be established both from the lottery problem and on inde

pendent grounds. To approach this objection, let us first consider a 

point made by Salmon. As we have been discussing, the law of large 

numbers introduces a second probability, the 1 - e factor, which 

Mellor must account for. His solution is to identify it with full 

belief, a move we have found unacceptable. Salmon, however, notes a 

further problem, in that doubts may be raised as to the reasonable

ness of this 1 - e partial belief. Imagining a gradually decreas

ing series of e values, Salmon (1979, p. 192) explains: 
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It seems to me that Mellor's argument tells us that if 1 - e, 
1 - e' are reasonable degrees of partial belief, then with 
ever decreasing values of e we are approaching full reason
able belief. But I cannot see that he has offered any non
question-begging reason for saying that any of these second 
level probabilities ..• represents a reasonable degree of 
belief. (Salmon 1979, p. 192) 

It is at this point that the previously indicated dual 

function of Mellor's argument becomes relevant. In the context of 
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demonstrating the Humean acceptability of his analysis, Mellor assumes 

that the gambler already knows that the (Humean) statistical law 

holds, and so that he is justified in holding a belief of degree p. 

In this context, then, the law of large numbers is itself sufficient 

to carry justification to the partial belief 1 - e, which is there-

fore a reasonable partial belief. We might metaphorically speak of 

the law of large numbers being employed here in a forward direction, 

for it is knowledge of the statistical law and thus the justified 

belief p that carries through via the law of large numbers to a 

justification of the 1 - e term. In this context Salmon's objec-

tion does not apply; it further does not matter how the law comes to 

be known, as previously mentioned. On the other hand, Mellor's 

treatment also is intended to constitute an analysis of objective 

chance, with the law of large numbers serving as a "bridge" princi;:;le 

connecting the partial belief to SOme objective constraint. After 

applying the law of large numbers, Mellor (1971, p. 164) explains: 

"The sense thus given to the gambler's claim, that an A-event has a 

chance p of being attended by a B-event .•. is that the gambler can 

know that a:ter some number of repeated bets at CBQ p he wi~l 

break even." Again, "this A-event, by virtue of beine; of kind P-. 
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and of the truth of the statistical law, is such that it is reasonable 

to prefer a partial belief of degree p to any other on its being 

attended by a 8-event. And that is, on the propensity theory, just 

what it is to say that p is the chance" (Mellor 1971, p. 164). 

In contrast to the previous context, we can speak here of the law of 

large numbers being applied in a reverse direction -- where the 

reasonableness of the 1 - e belief in breaking even is supposed to 

serve to analyze the notion: a chance of p. Strangely, Mellor 

seems unaware that different considerations apply between these two 

directions. Yet there are critical differences. For instance, in 

the reverse direction, Mellor indeed must be sure that "no further 

appeal is made to the concept of chance" (Mellor 1971, p. 163), as 

this is to serve in an analysis of chance. Thus, in this context, no 

reference to a statistical law (which incorporates a chance) may be 

made. Yet there is no other means, as Salmon says, of justifying 

the partial beliefs in a non-question-begging fashion: in this 

direction, the 1 - e term can only be established as reasonable if 

the p term is already justified, but justifying the belief p is 

surely hopeless without reference to a statistical, and thus chance, 

statement. Mellor seems to have confused the reasonableness of the 

1 - e term, taken in the forward direction and given a statistical 

law, with the reasonableness (or lack thereof) of this term in the 

reverse direction, where an assumption of a statistical law begs the 

question. Mellor has not established the reasonableness of the 

1 - e term in the context of analyzing chance. 



Having clarified the proper focus of Salmon's pOint, we must 

now develop the objection to its full expression; however, a brief 

digression is needed. As explained at the beginning, Mellor seeks to 

add an objective constraint to the otherwise subjective personalist 

foundation to yield his account of chance; his theory must connect, 

via the bridge principle, to the objective world. Now of several 

potential references to the objective, one in particular seems 

crucial -- Mellor's hypothesis of objective dispositions called pro

pensities. There is something curious about these special disposi

tions, however, for Mellor's propensities are not themselves 

probabilities; instead, they are dispositions just like, say 

fragility. As Salmon (1979, p. 200) explains, a propensity "is 

constantly present, and displays itself on every suitable occasion, 

it does not admit of degrees or strengths which could assume values 

satisfying the axioms of the probability calculus. Propensities are 

not chances;" in fact, they do not admit of any intrinsic probabil

istic character. In Mellor's own words, "Chance is not a sort of 

weak or intermittently successful causal link" (1971, p. 151) -- and 

of course, he firmly rejects any frequentist leanings. Mellor indeed 

insists that propensities must be so understood, for i~ we charac

terize them as admitting of any degrees of strength, we will have to 

either reintroduce the concept of chance, or revert to a frequency 

analysis. Mellor thus rules out any objective probabilistic 

character attributable directly to the propensities themselves. This 

leaves only an indirectly attributable probabilistic character ce

rived via the law of large numbers connection to partial belie:5. 
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Returning to the main line of our discussion, it thus appears 

that Mellor's claim to offer an analysis of objective chance is 

seriously in question. From what components of Mellor's analysis is 

the needed objectivity derived? (a) Our digression shows that 

Mellor's propensities -- those objective dispositional properties 

somehow at the base of objective chance -- are not themselves probabil

istic except in some derived sense. Any objective probabilistic 

character in the notion of chance is therefore derived entirely from 

Mellor's argument via the law of large numbers. But this argument 

makes no mention of dispositions at all, even relative to non

probabilistic considerations. The dispositional hypothesis is thus 

merely an ad hoc addendum, making no significant addition to the 

analysis of objective chance. (b) Next, in the law of large numbers 

discussion, Mellor refers to two further potentially objective com

ponents: the holding of a statistical law, and the Humean interpre

tation of "breaking even." The latter involves "nothing but facts 

about the occurrences of A-events and B-events" (Mellor 1971, p. 164). 

But as we have discussed, no reference to an actual statistical la~ 

can be made in an analysis of chance, so in this context both the 

holding of the statistical law and the notion of breaking even must 

come to the same thing -- a Humean set of facts about occurrences of 

events. What objective component is provided by these facts? They 

no doubt contribute to the factual component of the gambler's sup

posed knowledge claim of breaking even. Nevertheless, even knowledge 

o~ these facts (precluding a frequency measure of the probability 

from these facts) can provide no justification for the claim that 
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there is a chance p of a B-event given an A-event. This is because 

the law of large numbers can only carry justification in the forward 

direction, while Mellor's analysis of chance in terms o~ the gambler's 

knowledge requires the law applied in the reverse direction. More 

specifically, even given knowledge of the objective fact that the 

gambler breaks even for some p, the law of large numbers can provide 

no support for the claim that p is the actual chance, nor even for 

the claim that it is highly probable that p is the actual chance, 

where high probability is reflected in the 1 - e term. At best 

then, the gambler's expectation of breaking even might turn out true, 

but there is no objective component available from these considera

tions that can contribute to a justification of the gambler's 

proposed beliefs. (c) Finally, there is the basis of personalism 

itself that interprets the probabilities p and 1 - e as coherent 

betting quotients (CBOs). However, this basis and the attendant 

coherence requirements contribute nothing but a purely logical, and 

not empirical or ontological, objective factor to the analysis. 

Summarizing these considerations, we thus see that the only sigr.i~i

cant contribution of any empirical objectivity in Mellor's analysis 

of chance is in the acknowledgement that the gambler's belie~s car. be 

true, while even this component provides nothing towards the dete~i

nation or justification of the personalist partial belie~s. 

The import of all these considerations is simply that 

Mellor's analysis, although purportedly an analysis of objective 

chance, is effectively nothing more than a disguised version of 

personalism. By confusing the legitimate application of the law of 
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large numbers in the forward direction with an illegitimate applica

tion in the reverse direction, Mellor fails to provide any objective 

component which can be carried across the law of large numbers bridge 

into the determination and justification of the belief p. In effect, 

then, the p and 1 - e partial beliefs are constrained only by the 

requirements already provided in personalism, despite Mellor's 

expressed desire to add a further objective constraint. But Mellor's 

analysis is thus susceptible to a standard objection against personal

ism -- there is no reason for preferring anyone set of coherent 

beliefs over any other. Granting the existence of objective chances, 

we might say that there is no reason for preferring a partial belief 

equal to the actual chance over a partial belief of any other value, 

given a coherent belief structure. In fact, however, Mellor's 

analysis cannot even make ~ of such an actual chance distinct 

from the gambler's partial belief, as his analysis effectively ident

ifies the chance with just this coherent partial belief. Mellor's 

analysis thus fails completely as an analysis of objective chance. 

Interestingly, the same result follows from the lottery 

problem considered previously. Employing our distinction between 

the fO~Hard and reverse application of the law of large numbers, we 

can now see that the context of our original lottery discussion 

appears to be that of the forward direction - where even a justi~ied 

p and thus justified 1 - e term could not justify treating the 

1 - e term as a full belief. Viewing the application in the reverse 

direction, however -- as part of an analysis of chance it is clear 

that this 1 - e partial belief, as a probability te~~, ~ust i:seif 
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be analyzed if the proposed analysis of chance is to be noncircular. 

But the lottery problem precludes Mellor's attempted analysis of this 

term as a full belief; the result is that Mellor's "bridge" between 

partial belief and his objective constraint (the latter as represented 

by the gambler's knowledge of breaking even) fails for another reason 

besides its inapplicability in the reverse direction. The problem 

this time is that a partial belief still appears on both sides of the 

bridge. We thus need a further bridge between the 1 - e partial 

belief and an objective constraint, but this bridge will of course 

likewise fall to our lottery problem. Even if the law of large 

numbers were to function in the reverse direction, then, the lottery 

paradox would remain to sever Mellor's needed connection to an 

objective constraint. The conclusion is thus again that Mellor's 

partial beliefs fail to be constrained objectively, and we are left 

with merely a personalist set of beliefs. 

Can Any Personalist-based 
Interpretation Succeed? 

We may now turn to the broader question: how might the 

concept of chance be related to partial beliefs? As part of this 

question, we might wonder if any variation of Mellor's attempt to 

base chance on partial beliefs can be made viable. Mellor's theory 

involves three key commitments an insistence on a Humean analysis, 

a firm anti-frequency stance, and the attempt itself to base the 

account on personalism via application of the law of large numbers. 

Perhaps a suspension or variation of some of these commitments can 

yet yield an acceptable theory that still preserves Mellor's 
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fundamental goal of basing the account on personalism. In examining 

Mellor's theory with respect to these issues, an answer to the broader 

question may begin to emerge as well. 

As mentioned earlier, Mellor's main arguments are presented 

within the context of defending his theory's Humean acceptability; 

this consideration obviously plays an important role in the overall 

theory. Yet it introduces two difficulties as well. First, of 

course, is the near certainty that any purely extensional approach to 

the analYSis of laws and probabilities -- even if that approach is 

nonfrequentist -- is inappropriate. After all, laws -- statistical 

or otherwise -- support counterfactuals and thus speak of possible 

as well as merely past, present, and future actual events. Mellor's 

limited extensional analysis of chance will no doubt need some 

expansion. Second, this Humean commitment must rule out any notion 

of probabilities as ontologically objective -- as reflecting a 

strength or power tending to produce a certain result. Yet this 

should raise some doubts as to the role of Mellor's propensities, 

which we have seen are added on ad hoc to the Humean analysis of 

chance itself. Don't these dispositions still add that something 

extra which Mackie and Kneale so decry? And if they do not add anj

thing to the Humean analYSis of chance, why does Mellor include the~ 

at all? 

Mellor's Humean commitment thus is seen as a detrimental 

factor within the theory; would its suspension enable Mellor's analy

sis to be recast in a viable form? As mentioned above, the in:ro

duction of ontologically objective ~robabilities would re:~ire an 



entirely different theory, and thus cannot be part of any Mellor

type analysis based on personalism. On the other hand, Mellor's 

theory might be recast into a non-Humean intensionalist form along 

lines popular today. Suppose we introduce the notion of possible 

worlds as primitive; we can limit these worlds to those that are 

physically possible from our world's perspective. Within each world, 

as in ours, Mellor's treatment could be applied exactly as originally 

presented. Then the events that are nonactual but possible may be 

treated 'according to any the? ry of counterfactuals, such as Lewis' 

or Pollock's. For instance, the gambler would now bet on what would 

happen if the relevant conditions were satisfied, rather than simply 

on what will in fact happen with the situation as it is. The even t s 

included in Mellor's "breaking even" would consist of both actual 

events, and those possible events occurring in whatever additional 

worlds th~t are appropriately accessible. Of course many details 

would have to be worked out -- but such considerations would presum

ably relate to the counterfactual analysis rather than Mellor's 

specific theory. For any such non-Humean adaptations, however, the 

same objec tions concerning lotteries, ob j ectivity, and justification 

will apply as before, since the machinery f or the analysis of chance 

is the same. Furthermore, this personalist-based machi nery does not 

admit of any further non-Humean t ype modifications relative to i ts 

objectionable aspects. It seems , then, that a non- Humean adaptation 

alone is not sufficient to yield a viable personalist-based theor y . 

Is it then the anti-frequentist presump tion of Mellor' s 

theor y which constitutes its weakest member? The frequentist may 
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well think so, for he is indeed able to provide in some sense an 

account of objective chance that is both justifiable and Humean. 

Again, however, fully embracing such an approach amounts to a whole

sale rejection of a personalist-based analysis, yielding no room for 

partial beliefs as part of the analysis of chance. Granting the 

rejection of frequentism to Mellor, however, need not require us to 

systematically avoid any reference to frequencies at all, as Mellor 

does. Indeed, frequency measurements may well be the primary or even 

sole empirical means for ascertaining propensity values, and an impor

tant factor in determining a propensity's existence as well. 

Granting therefore the acceptability of frequency measure

ments within a Mellor-type propensity theory, we have several possi

bilities to consider, each reflecting a different construal of an 

indeterministic world. The first possibility is a Humean picture, 

where no ontologically objective probabilities exist. For this case, 

however, it seems that the inclusion of personalist elements along 

with the frequency measurements involves either a confusion or un

necessary complexity. Since the Humean picture makes no room for 

either single case probabilities or ontologically objective probabil

ities, two strong motivations for rejecting a frequency interpretation 

are removed. In analyzing chance, therefore, the frequencies them

selves seem more suitable than personalist bases for the interpreta

tion of probability. But if frequencies can serve well in such a 

situation, there seems to be no need for any personalist-based 

elements in addition. In this context, then, a personalist-based 

analysis of chance seems at best unnecessary. 



A second possibility is a non-Humean construal where onto

logically objective probabilities are assumed to exist. As mentioned 

before, this construal leaves a personalist-based analysis redundant, 

while the ontologically objective chances are left unexplained. This 

is not a possible variation of Mellor's theory. 
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There remains a third and less familiar possibility, for 

which an adaptation of Mellor may work after all. For this indetermi

nistic situation, we might hypothesize ontologically objective 

propensities, but not probabilities propensities admitting perhaps 

of qualitative and comparative, but non-quantitative degrees of 

strength. Mellor's theory could then be adapted roughly as follows: 

frequency measurements are made of the strength of a propensity, the 

measurements being overly precise, theoretically speaking. As these 

strengths are attributed to single cases, and as ontologically ob

jective bases for objective chances are hypothesized, a frequency 

interpretation is precluded. Thus these frequencies are simply 

employed in a theory of direct inference, providing empirical justi

fication for partial beliefs equal to the measured frequencies, 

f = p. Following Mellor, the 1 - e term may then be justified via 

the law of large numbers being applied in a forward direction, and 

the gambler might indeed be said to know he will break even. Yet 

while the frequency measurement serves as an empirical indication o~ 

a reasonable numerical value, the notion of chance itself is still 

analyzed, in the reverse direction, in terms of "breaking eve:1" and 

the justified belief. Other adaptations of the analysis could be 

included such as the previously discussed extension to possible 



worlds. Bayes' theorem and other refinements might be included to 

bolster and mediate the inferences from the measured frequencies. 

This variation, then, seems to prov~de a personalist-based analysis 

of objective chance which, while rejecting Mellor's Humean and anti

frequency biases, in fact may work. 

The apparent success of this alternative construal is gained 

by the addition of an empirically objective element -- the frequency 

measure ~- as a constraint applied to the partial beliefs of the 

personalist basis. This element, effectively lacking from Mellor's 

version, seems to provide the justification needed for the gambler's 

knowledge about breaking even. Nevertheless, two objections still 

apply to even this alternative analysis. The lottery objection 

that the 1dentification of the l - e partial belief with full 

belief is not allowable still stands, although its result as a 

block in Mellor's bridge principle may no longer apply here. 

A second objection, similar to the justification objection applied 

to Mellor's original analysis, is now somewhat subtler. We have 

seen that, via a theory of direct inference, the frequencies seem to 

provide a justification for choosing a particular value of p. 

Nevertheless, this measurement is still not sufficient in itself to 

provide the justification needed for the gambler's knowledge of 

breaking even, when this knowledge is understood as part of the 

analysis of chance. To see this, note first that the frequency 

measurement is not, on this construal, a probability; it is only a 

numerical value which is to be assigned to the partial belief p. 

This means, however, that the law of large numbers actually utilizes 
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not a frequency probability, but rather a partial belief, p, as 

before. Furthermore, as with Mellor's original analysis, this partial 

belief does not correspond to any other objective probability -- for 

there is neither a frequency probability nor ontologically objective 

probability. Thus as before, this probability term is interpreted 

solely in terms of partial beliefs, and must be justified itself 

before the law of large numbers bridge can carry justification from 

it to other terms. What then justifies this partial belief p? 

While we are tempted to say that the frequency me~sure does, it 

cannot in fact, for it corresponds, by hypothesis, to no objective 

probability whatsoever. The point becomes clearer when we try to 

carry through Mellor's bridge to the gambler's supposed knowledge. 

On the basis of the frequency measurement, can the gambler be justi

fied in holding even a 1 - e belief that he will break even after 

some N bets? Clearly not for there is no probabilistic con-

straint operating in the events themselves to conform to so precise 

a probability, even in the long run. But if this justification -

derived via the law of large numbers from the p belief -- is not 

sufficient, then, simply, the p belief is not sufficiently justified 

for Mellor's purposes either. As the justification provided in the 

forward direction and based on frequencies is not sufficient, how

ever, then the needed further justification must still be provided i~ 

the reverse direction as before, which of course fails. We are left 

at best with only a small but insufficient gain of objectivity on 

this analysis; the ultimate result is much as before, and even tr.~s 

version of Mellor's attempt cannot succeed. 



It still may seem that there is some justification provided 

by the frequencies, however, and thus, that something is wrong with 

our above considerations. The explanation for this, however, is 
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easily supplied. On such a personalist-based analysis, the frequencies 

do provide an objective constraint on the partial beliefs, and given 

that no further objective constraints are possible, in a sense justify 

our holding a belief to degree p. The justification is meager, 

however -- by hypothesis, believing to degree p is the best we can 

do. At the same time, however, it is clearly insufficient to justify 

an expectation or knowledge claim of breaking even, for again, the 

propensity admits of no precise quantitative tendency. Thus, the 

justification is not sufficient to justify holding a partial belief 

to degree I - e in breaking even, much less a full belief in 

breaking even. Indeed, the justification is not sufficient to 

justify applying the law of large numbers itself. No Mellor-type 

analysis of objective chance can thus succeed even here; for being 

justified in the sense of holding the best partial belief p that 

we can is not the sense of justification needed. 

Having examined a series of attempts to vary Mellor's 

personalist-based approach, we have met with repeated failure. Of 

course, greater ingenuity might meet with greater success. Never

theless, even when Mellor's anti-frequency and pro-Humean biases are 

suspended, the basic machinery of the analysis still yields problems. 

It thus appears that the fundamental difficulty with Mellor's analy

sis lies in the third commitment -- Mellor's specific analysis of 



chance in terms of partial beliefs and the law of large numbers. It 

is doubtful that any Mellor-type analysis of chance can succeed. 
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The broader question still remains: can any attempt to 

analyze objective chance upon a personalist basis succeed? Our 

consideration of several Mellor-type alternatives provides strong 

evidence towards a negative answer. Yet we have not considered 

variants of Mellor's specific approach -- perhaps then a personalist

based analysis distinct from Mellor's could be made to succeed. To 

do so it would have to avoid both of Mellor's key problems -- the 

lottery problem, and the difficulty of linking an objective constraint 

to the personalist basis via the law of large numbers. Now it does 

seem that the lottery paradox might be avoided by employing a more 

sophisticated theory of inference; the result would be a much more 

complicated theory, but one that has gained a major advantage over 

Mellor's scheme. The second difficulty, however, still remains. 

Furthermore, I think this difficulty is insurmountable. For, first 

of all, it seems that any such personalist-based analysis of objective 

chance will have to employ some bridge principle to "tie down," so to 

speak, the coherent belief structure. Second, any such principle 

would appear to have to be some variant of the law of large numbers, 

or more generally, Bernoulli's theorem. While any such principle 

would function in a forward direction -- from chance to beliefs -- it 

does not seem that any, analogous to Mellor's principle, would func

tion in the reverse direction. Yet any such personalist-based 

analysis would require just this reverse direction -- from beliefs to 
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chance -- for it to be indeed a personalist-based analysis. Thus, 

thirdly, no such personalist-based analysis seems able to tie down the 

coherent set of beliefs via an objective constraint, for no objective 

constraint can be connected successfully to the set of beliefs. What 

is the matter with The Matter of Chance? The trouble is simply that, 

as with any attempt to base an analysis of objective chance on a 

personalist basis, the objective aspect of a concept of objective 

chance -- the matter -- is missing. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

DETERMINISM AND PROPENSITY: 
MELLOR'S DISPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF PROPENSITIES 

As has been indicated in the previous chapter, Mellor's dis-

positions of chance the propensities themselves -- seem to serve no 

direct function in his analysis of chance, and so occupy only an ad hoc 

position in the theory. Nevertheless, they are much emphasized in his 

discussion, and their analysis is of intrinsic interest. In view, as 

well, of the fact that propensities are quite universally treated as 

dispositions but seldom analyzed further, we have very good reason to 

examine Mellor's contributions on this topic. Mellor's analysis pro-

gresses through four key characteristics: (a) a distinction between 

propensity and chance, (b) a distinction between the chance setup and 

the trial situation, (c) a conventionally based means of ascribing 

propensities, and (d) an attempted derivation of propensity values via 

symmetry considerations. In this chapter, it is argued that each of 

these four results is quite objectionable, and that each arises ulti-

mately from an underlying deterministic paradigm. These considera-

tions thus will be taken to comprise an argument against employing a 

deterministic paradigm in the analysis of propensities. At the same 

time, the discussion will be taken to support an alternative stat is-

tical paradigm, and with it, the possibility of a more promising 

analysis of propensities. 
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Propensity and Chance 

When attempting to characterize dispositions, it is important 

to choose one's paradigm dispositions carefully. Prima facie, there 

are at least two alternative kinds to choose from -- the human psycho

logical dispositions and the familiar physical dispositions. Surpris

ingly, Mellor begins his treatment by considering the psychological 

dispositions, noting the following among their characteristics. 

(1) Such dispositions explain a conditional regularity -- where a 

situation of a certain specified kind (the triggering situation) regu

larly evokes a certain characteristic feature (the disposition's 

display). (2) While the triggering situation may occur often, seldom, 

or never, the disposition itself is nevertheless "always available" 

to account for its display (Mellor, 1971, p. 64). (3) The triggering 

situation may at times be deliberately brought about to produce the 

desired display -- for instance, when a generous person contrives a 

situation in which he can act generously. For such cases, we can 

classify this contrived situation together with the features it pro

duces as both parts of the display. Where no outside triggering con

ditions thus figure in producing the display, we may call the 

disposition self-inducing (my terminology). (4) While the display 

(for any kind of disposition) may often be a result of the disposi

tion's action, it need not be. To illustrate this pOint, Mellor 

(1971, p. 64) supposes a conductor to have "the dispositional ability 

to give exciting performances of Berlioz;" the occurrence of an 

excellent performance is nevertheless "not in any normal sense a 

result of ... (the disposition)." Mellor then concludes that displays 
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may include phenomena connected with, but not a result (in any sense) 

of the disposition. While Mellor's considerations may reflect ordinary 

language, however, they are mistaken when taken conceptually.· The 

sense of "result" of importance here is that of a causal result 

something produced by the disposition's action. The notions of causiGg 

and producing, however, are certainly not restricted to sufficient 

cause -- insufficient but relevant factors may (partially) "cause" or 

"produce" a result as well. In this sense of causal result, therefore, 

the quality of a performance may indeed be a consequence or result of 

the conductor's abilities -- even though other factors may contribute 

as well to making up a total sufficient cause. In the same sense, 

World War I may be described as resulting, in part, from a single 

assassination. These pOints become even clearer when we consider the 

indeterministic realm, where sufficient causes do not typically exist. 

Thus while no sufficient cause determines an atom's decay, the decay 

is nevertheless explained as resulting (in our causal sense) from the 

atom's probabilistic disposition of instability. In each of these 

cases, therefore, there is a sense in which the display is a causal 

result, at least in part, from the disposition's action. (Note that 

self-inducing dispositions seem to involve displays that always, and 

in the fullest sense, result from the disposition's action.) 

(5) While a disposition's display may occur with invariable regularity 

when the triggering conditions are satisfied, the disposition itself 

can still be changeable -- a person may lose his generous disposition, 

and a glass may be treated so as to lose its fragility. Having 

I. 
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discussed these characteristics, Mellor begins to employ physical dis

positions in his paradigm as well -- without indicating any distinction 

between these and the psychological dispositions. But physical dis

positions like fragility and solubility seem to differ from psychologi

cal dispositions. For instance, while psychological dispositions 

(e.g., generosity) often are self-inducing, solubility and fragility 

never are; more significantly, psychological dispositions "are arguably 

not always so invariable as fragility and solubility" (Mellor, 1971, 

p. 65). Mellor nevertheless groups these exceptions under the same 

paradigm as fragility and solubility. Thus, if an ordinarily generous 

person fails in his generosity and acts meanly, Mellor (1971, p. 65) 

prefers "to say that his usual generosity had temporarily deserted 

him, but the point of usage is not important." But something is 

important here: namely that generosity and other such dispositions 

do not seem as invariable as fragility and solubility. As Mellor 

glosses over this distinction, it is incumbent upon him to explain 

how occurrences like a temporary loss of generosity can occur. In

stead. he goes on to add a further characteristic to his list: 

(6) DisPOSitions must "be linked to other properties and relations of 

the entity." so that it not be "trivially and thus pointlessly easy to 

make a changeable disposition 'always available' to account for every 

fluctuating conditional regularity that we choose to read into an 

object's behaviour" (Mellor, 1971, p. 65). Now this characterization 

is no doubt appropriate; it nevertheless conflicts with Mellor's 

previous "point of usage;" for it is likewise trivial to hypothesize 

a changeable disposition to account for fluctuating regularities as 
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with generosity. Now if the only fluctuating regularities involved 

psychological dispositions, the matter might remain unresolved, for the 

analysis of such dispositions has been notoriously difficult anyway. 

But there are nonpsychological exceptions to Mellor's treatment as 

well -- for example, radioactive atoms. These likewise involve fluc-

tuations, in that the disposition -- instability mayor may not 

yield a display (a decay) over any finite period of time. Such 

examples thus invite consideration instead of a statistical disposi

tion, for which ~ result is invariably displayed;. instead, only one 

of a set of mutually exclusive alternatives ever occurs. The psycho

logical dispositions are arguably of this same kind. We thus arrive 

at the distinction between a deterministic paradigm and a statistical 

one. By neglecting this distinction, Mellor commits himself to ana

lyzing all dispositions -- even statistical -- by the same determin

istic paradigm. 

As a result, Mellor (1971, p. 69) faces "the following 

dilemma:" as dispositions must be invariable in their display, but 

"the result of a chance trial h~wever must not be invariable" (being 

typically one of a set of alternatives), then "Either a propensity is 

not a disposition or results and outcomes of chance trials do not 

display it." Now Mellor has already argued, contra our discussion, 

that a disposition's display need not be a result of the disposition's 

action. On pain of reverting to a frequency analysis or falling into 

vicious circularity, Mellor therefore opts for the latter horn: the 

result of heads does not display a coin's propensity, and an atom's 
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resulting decay does not display its propensity. Instead, "the display 

of a propensity is the chance distribution (my emphasis) over the 

possible results" (Mellor 1971, p. 70). Since a propensity is associ

ated with chance by definition, (regardless of any specific outcome) 

this chance distribution can be invariably displayed, and Mellor's 

dilemma is solved. 

While speaking of this invariable display, however, we must 

remember that the disposition represents only a conditional regularity 

-- it is thus always possible for an object to have a disposition 

without that disposition ever being in fact displayed. In the deter

ministic case, "To say that a glass is fragile is not to say that it 

will break, since it may never by dropped" (Mellor, 1971, p. 71). 

Likewise for the statistical case: to say that a coin has a propens

it~ is not to say it will ever be displayed, since the coin may never 

be tossed. As Mellor's scheme identifies the propensity's display as 

the chance distribution, and as it requires a firm differentiation 

between a disposition and its display, we are led to the first of 

Mellor's objectionable results: there must be a sharp separation as 

well between the propensity and its associated chance distribution. 

While a differentiation between a disposition and its display 

indeed seems salutory for familiar concepts of dispositions, in 

Mellor's propensity scheme its application yields unacceptable re

sults. This objection has already surfaced in the previous chapter: 

in separating propensities from chance, Mellor arrives at propensities 

which ?re probabilistic in only a very trivial sense. This leads, as 

discussed, to an essentially personalist analysis. ~lellor's account 
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thus fails as an account of objective chance. There is a further 

effect of Mellor's separation of propensity and chance -- his analysis 

fails as an account of propensities as well. 

As Mellor explains them, propensities are no different in 

nature from any other deterministic dispositions such as fragility and 

solubility. All such dispositions are invariably displayed when the 

appropriate triggering conditions are satisfied, and not otherwise. 

But attributing such deterministic behaviour to propensities necessar

ily precludes characterizing them as ontologically objective -- i.e., 

as probabilities somehow reflecting a weak or intermittent causal 

connection between events. To the extent that the concept of propens

ities ought to include such a characterization then, Mellor's theory 

fails as an account of propenSities. Further, however, Mellor's 

theory seems to preclude characterizing propensities as objectively 

probabilistic in any sense at all. Take, for example, the weaker 

sense of objective probability defined by the extensional frequentist. 

Frequencies at least are empirically objective properties of the 

world: by substituting the term "propenSity" for "weight" or "epis

temological probability," respectively, both Salmon and Kyburg could 

manage to connect "propensities" with certain objective constraints. 

By so strictly separating his notions of propensity and chance, how

ever, Mellor arrives at an account based solely on personalism -- an 

account precluding even the weak objective connection possible for 

the frequentists. This leaves Mellor's propensity account divorced 

from any familiar conception of propensities. Finally, t1ellor offers 

no explanation as to what distinguishes deterministic dispositions 
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like fragility from the deterministic dispositions called propensities. 

Mellor's account thus appears to fail in the very areas we would 

naturally expect it to be the most distinctive. 

The Chance Setup and the Trial Situation 

Objectionable as these aspects of the theory are, the deter

ministic paradigm leads to further objectionable results. On this 

paradigm, the displays " .•• are properties of the situation, not 

properties of the object, and the dispositions they display are con

versely properties of the object, not of the situation" (Mellor 1971, 

p. 74). There is thus an ontological distinction corresponding to the 

disposition/display distinction: a distinction between the grounds 

or bases to which these properties are ascribed. Again, this dis

tinction seems salutory in the case of, say, solubility: a display 

of sugar's solubility is grounded to the entire trial situation where 

sugar and water are combined; at the same time, the disposition of 

solubility is described as residing in the sugar itself -- whether -or 

not water is present. Applied to chance, however, this distinction 

yields the following: the chance setup, in which the propensity 

itself resides, must be distinguished from the whole trial situation, 

(including both the chance setup and any additional triggering 

conditions) to which the display is ascribed. Now this distinction 

seems to serve Mellor well in various applications. For example, it 

explains how a propensity can persist even when the associated dis

play never occurs: being ascribed to a distinct ontological base, 

the propensity can persist as long as the chance setup persists, 
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while the complex conditions characterizing the trial situation may 

never be fulfilled so as to yield a display. Also, the distinction 

explains how the same propensity may be involved in distinct trial 

situations so as to yield distinct chance distributions (e.g., a coin's 

propensity for yielding different probabilities for coming up heads 

under different tossing conditions). 

Despite these apparent advantages, however, there are impor

tant disadvantages to this distinction. To illustrate these, let us 

consider the alternative embodied via employing a statistical paradigm. 

Propensities now are treated as ontologically objective probabilities, 

where the propensity and result connect via some weak causal link. 

Assuming this kind of link, how can we preserve Mellor's earlier 

differentiation between the propensity and chance distribution? It 

seems that we cannot, for if the relevant propensity were to charac

terize an ontologically objective chance distinct from the chances or 

probabilities manifest in a trial, the latter probabilities would 

seem inexplicable. The reason, of course, is that propensities are 

offered to explain the probabilities manifest in trials; if the latter 

do not derive from the former, this explanation is defeated. Under

mining Mellor's propensity/chance distinction, however, undermines 

his reasons for their ontological bases -- the chance setup and trial 

situation -- being distinguished as well. By reversing Mellor's 

approach and identifying the chance setup with the whole trial situ

ation, we provide an ontological basis reflecting our identificaticn 

of propensity with the chances manifest at the trial. Of course we 
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need not be simple-minded in this approach: there is no need, for 

instance, to claim that the probabilities characterizing a trial situ

ation always derive solely from a single propensity. Allowance must 

be made for various complications. For instance, a trial situation 

might involve several more fundamental propensities, where each one in 

turn can be displayed via a more fundamental triggering situation. 

A composite trial situation would then satisfy the triggering condi

tions of all or perhaps only some of these component propensities, 

yielding an associated propensity and chance distribution derived 

likewise from the contributions of each component. Non-chance factors 

may figure in as well. Nevertheless, even where there are several 

propensities involved as in such a situation, the effect displayed in 

a composite trial situation would be attributed to the action of a 

single composite propensity. Using a statistical paradigm, it thus 

seems appropriate to reject Mellor's distinction, identifying the 

whole trial situation instead as equivalent to the ontological basis 

of the associated propensity -- i.e., as the propensity's chance 

setup. 

While the above arguments against Mellor's ontological dis

tinction reflect concerns over statistical and propensity concepts, 

there is another objection as well. Consider self-inducing disposi

tions such as radioactive instability. For these, it seems positively 

inappropriate to distinguish the chance setup, i.e., the unstable 

atom, from the trial situation, since here the chance setup persist

ing over time is exactly what constitutes the trial situation. As 
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radioactivity is generally considered a paradigm of the statistical 

case, this meshes favourably with the above arguments for employing a 

statistical instead of a deterministic paradigm, contra Mellor's 

approach and resulting distinction. 

Supporting an alternative to Mellor's approach, however, 

necessitates the disentangling of a couple of remaining points. For 

instance, our proposed identification of the chance setup with the 

whole trial situation suggests an apparent difficulty: how are we to 

decide the boundaries defining the relevant "whole trial situation?" 

In a coin toss, for example, should the height of the toss enter into 

the set of relevant factors (Giere, 1973a, p. 473)? While this appears 

to be a significant reference class type question, it nevertheless 

confuses the proper theoretical priority between the chance and its 

basis. A parallel confusion can develop for the frequentist: given a 

frequency of .5 for heads, should the tossing height be specified as 

part of the reference class for this frequency? Such questions are 

misleading: for the frequentist, the reference class is not deter

mined by a relative frequency; rather, the relative frequency is de

fined on the basis of a reference class. Likewise for our propensity 

scheme: the relevant boundaries of the trial situation are not 

determined on the basis of a given chance value; rather, the chance 

is attributed to and defined in terms of the specified trial situation 

of interest to us. Identifying the trial situation with the chance 

setup, we likewise associate any resulting chance distribution with 

the chance setup, and further, the propensity attributed to this 
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total chance setup. This unifying approach leaves merely an empirical 

problem of determining what chance distribution, if any, is associated 

with the chosen trial situation. Mellor's account, on the other hand, 

generates a true reference class problem -- for how are we to draw the 

boundaries of the chance setup distinct from, and contained within, 

the chosen whole trial situation? This difficulty will be discussed 

shortly. Meanwhile, note that there is no difficulty for our account 

if the trial situation happens to be chosen so narrowly that no statis

tical behaviour at all arises from the stipulated trial situation -

the propensity assigned is then (trivially) 1 or O. There is also no 

difficulty if "too broad" a trial situation is chosen: as we have 

discussed, the notion of a composite propensity seems perfectly accep

table, even if the resultant chance distribution ultimately yields a 

(nontrivial) 0 or 1 probability. 

Another question remains -- what of the seeming advantages 

for Mellor's distinction? These purported advantages, including an 

explanation of how a propensity can persist without being displayed, 

and how the same propensity may be responsible for distinct displays, 

can be dealt with from our approach as well. Consider the latter: 

does this advantage represent a possibility, taken as Mellor intends 

it, that we want to acknowledge? Mellor has chosen the propensity's 

display to be the chance distribution associated with the propensity; 

he thus apparently means to allow the same propensity to be respons

ible for distinct chance distributions. However, our statistical 

alternative -- where the propensity is taken as an ontologically 
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objective probability -- has led us to expect the propensity to match 

the chance (or chance distribution) exhibited in the propensity's dis

play. Suppose, however, that it does not; what then could explain the 

difference but some additional element affecting the final display 

along with the propensity? As such, this additional element in con

junction with the existing propensity would create a distinct composite 

propensity, which then would match the exhibited chance. Either case 

yields the same thing: any particular chance distribution displayed 

can be associated with one particular propensity distinct from but 

dependent on any component propensities. As for Mellor's other advan-

tage the persistence of a propensity where no display is manifest 

this is already accounted for within the statistical disposition 

concept. ' While a propensity may reflect a probabilistic tendency to 

display or produce one effect versus another, it may also reflect a 

probabilistic tendency to produce some effect versus none at all. The 

unstable atom illustrates just this possibility, since the half-life 

probability only relates to whether or not a decay will occur. The 

point is that the possible alternatives for statistical displays can 

include the alternative of the status quo-- i .e., no change from the 

original system. The persistence of a propensity with no display 

(taken in this broader sense) thus is impossible and so needs no ex

planation. 

The above treatment seems to conflict, however, with cases 

like the biased coin -- for which the propensity (understood as the 

coin's bias) clearly may persist with no display as long as the coin 
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is never tossed. This case can nevertheless be handled as well. We 

have seen that the notion of self-inducing dispositions meshes nicely 

with our statistical paradigm with regard to rejecting Mellor's chance 

setup/trial situation distinction. In fact, by identifying the chance 

setup with the trial situation, we in effect make all propensities 

self-inducing, as nothing remains to be added to produce a display. 

Such an approach thus rules out the coin's bias as a propensity, since 

it cannot be self-inducing. Further support for this treatment will 

be provided in this chapter's last section, where I show both the 

problems of Mellor's treatment and the benefits of the present treat

ment with regard to cases like the coin. So there remains no true 

advantage, but several disadvantages, to Mellor's distinction between 

the chance setup and the total trial situation. 

Conventionality in Propensities 

As for the next objectionable result of Mellor's deterministic 

paradigm, we can examine the residual reference class problem derived 

from Mellor's distinction between the chance setup and the trial 

situation. As we have seen, something further is needed to determine 

the boundaries of the specific chance setup within the total trial 

situation, according to Mellor's theory. This uniqueness problem is 

derived from Mellor's distinction, and in turn, the deterministic 

paradigm as well. 

To produce the needed solution, Mellor must provide some means 

of determining what part of the trial situation is to serve as the 

chance setup. This part must be a persisting though not necessarily 
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permanent entity. Further, there must be some rationale provided for 

this choice. In fact, Mellor's theory intrinsically provides these 

to some degree. As a propensity is supposed to be a real, empirical, 

physical property, there are certain constraints appropriate to all 

such properties that equally apply here. In Mellor's language (1971, 

pp. 74, 65), these come to two restrictions: "The entity must be 

capable of bearing other dispositions," and these dispositions must be 

contingently connected via lawlike regularities "to other properties 

and relations of the entity." The purpose of these restrictions is to 

characterize dispositions in such a way as to avoid purely ad hoc 

hypothesizing of dispositional properties, such as in the notorious 

case of opium's dormitive virtue. Obviously, however, these restric

tions do not go very far in determining a unique assignment of pro

pensities. When we consider the sorts of things Mellor discusses in 

these contexts, such as coins, dice, solvents, etc., it seems that 

most or all of these are surely capable of bearing other dispositions 

as well (especially if we hold, with Mellor, that most or all proper

ties are dispositional anyway). The constraint concerning lawlike 

relations holds a bit more promise; yet as Mellor actually employs it, 

it only stipulates, as the Principle of Connectivity, that real physi

cal properties always have such connections. To see ho~ easily this 

requirement may be satisfied, notice that a propensity would presum

ably be hypothesized only where there is some statistical behaviour. 

In frequentist terms, however, statistical behaviour can always be 

related to nonstatistical properties, for a frequentist probability 
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only exists when an attribute class can be identified within a distinct 

reference class (discounting trivial cases) -- both ultimately non

statistical. It would thus be always possible to relate an hypothe

sized propensity (and thus the related statistical behaviour) to a 

nonstatistical attribute class -- the latter being always available 

(by definition for the frequentist, and by lawlike relation for Mellor) 

-- to satisfy the requirement. Without further additions, Mellor's 

requirements appear to be trivial. 

Determining a unique chance setup within the total trial 

situation thus requires something more than the above two restrictions. 

For Mellor (1971, p. 74), that something more is provided by conven

tion, which " ..• picks out some more permanent entity, that could be 

involved in other trials of the same kind, to bear the disposition 

displayed in the situation." Unfortunately, Mellor is not very 

specific, and there seem to be at least three distinct types of con

ventionality that might apply. 

First, the conventionality might be, to borrow an expression 

from Grundbaum (1973, p. 27), a "Trivial Semantic Conventionality 

(TSC)." As I will use this expression, this conventionality is 

derived from an ambiguity in the semantic characterization of a term. 

For instance, a term might have only a partially specified meaning, 

or no well-defined meaning, in a particular context; the referent in 

turn would then be ambiguous or poorly defined to the same degree. 

If the terms "propensity" or "disposition" reflect this kind of 

ambiguity, then the particular choice for the ascription of a 
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propensity or disposition might be left to some special convention for 

certain contexts. For example, such a conventionality might be similar 

to our ascribing to one of the many causal factors involved in a 

particular occurrence the status of being "the cause." Mellor's 

discussion (1971, p. 74) at times seems to indicate TSC: 

If only one solvent, e.g., water, is in question, the solubil
ities are ascribed to the different solids .•. If on the other 
hand only one solid is in question, the relevant dispositions 
are ascribed to the various liquids •.. With variety in both 
solids and liquids a solubility would clearly be ascribed to an 
ordered pair and express a dispositional rel~tiou Detween them. 

Nevertheless, there are some difficulties with interpreting Mellor's 

conventionality solely as TSC. One consideration is that while TSC is 

not particularly hard to describe, Mellor never characterizes the 

conventionality he has in mind at all, which at least suggests that 

Mellor's conventionality is more complicated. Further, notice that 

the causal illustration involves the presence of several causes, all 

contributing to the net effect at the same time. Relating this to 

dispositions then, it would seem that several dispositions must be 

present at the same time, where several of these are being displayed. 

Now if we take the view that all or nearly all properties are disposi-

tions, there will indeed be no shortage of dispositions present on any 

occasion. However, not all of these will connect with the behaviour 

displayed the behaviour we desire to account for. Rather, of the 

dispositions present, only those that are being displayed would pre-

sumably be relevant to an explanation of the behaviour in question. 

This point is all the more obvious where the display is statistical, 
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for then of all the dispositions present, only a propensity can qualify 

as directly responsible for the statistical display. At least then, 

the analogy to causes must limit the dispositions to those actually 

being displayed. However, there is an important difference between 

dispositions and causal factors. For a given effect, there may always 

be several causal factors involved, each necessarily playing a part 

in the total explanation. It thus seems reasonable that a convention 

might be needed to specify one cause out of these several as of 

special interest in a specific context. For dispositions, however, 

there must always be just one that is directly responsible for the 

display in question, since a disposition by nature explains the dis

played behaviour associated with a specified trial situation. Thus, 

even if several dispositions are involved and display themselves in a 

particular trial situation, that trial and display cannot be explained 

by anyone of those component dispositions, but rather is explained 

by the composite disposition assembled out of these component dis

positions. Thus, whenever that particular trial situation occurs, a 

certain kind of display may be expected to some degree. Following 

this line of thought, where is there any need for an application of 

conventionalism? We perhaps still could find a use for singling out 

some component disposition as of special interest from among all those 

assembled into the compound disposition. There is no objection to 

this understanding of TSC, and it may well be part of what Mellor 

intends; yet further comments seem to imply something else as well. 

For instance, convention is said to pick out the "more permanent 
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entity" to be bearer of "the disposition displayed in the situation," 

and here there seems to be no hint that more than one disposition can 

actually be displayed. But this comment is in line with the above 

claim that there is only one, perhaps a compound disposition, that 

completely accounts for the display itself; there is no room for TSC 

here. 

Fortunately, others of Mellor's illustrations suggest an 

entirely different kind of conventionality to account for Mellor's 

references: what I will call Trivial Epistemic Conventionality (TEC). 

In discussing coins and tossing devices, Mellor (1971, p. 75) says 

that there is an unusual arbitrariness in the propensity ascription 

because "there is no serious science ••• into which the propensity can 

be fitted;" nevertheless, "the ascription of a propensity here may be 

taken to express a conviction that such a science is possible." Thus 

there seems to be another conventional element alluding to a limita

tion in our present scientific knowledge which is glossed over for the 

sake of convenience in actual usage. The actual disposition involved 

may be as yet unidentified, but further findings will hopefully enable 

us to ascribe it correctly. This aspect of conventionality would thus 

presumably be reduced and finally removed as we apply our growing 

scientific knowledge. Meanwhile, we can assign by convention a place

holding disposition, to signify that a correct ascription will be dis

covered later. Nevertheless, TEe cannot be the whole story either, 

for the "conventional element is well illustrated in the case of 



solubility" (Mellor, 1971, p. 74), and certainly there is a well

developed science available to remove the conventionality from this 

area of knowledge. 
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I find myself driven, then, to concluding that Mellor's con

ventionalism, while perhaps allowing both of the trivial conventions 

already mentioned, includes a further non-trivial component. This 

Nontrivial Theoretical Conventionality (NTC) is a conventional charac

ter based on an intrinsic ambiguity either residing in nature itself, 

or at least in a theory we believe to be more or less true of nature. 

This conventionality could be compared to Grundbaum's conventionality 

of space-time, or Einstein's conventionality of simultaneity. The 

important aspect of these illustrations is that there is no theoreti

cal reason for preferring one of the alternatives allowed by theory 

to any other, and this seems to also be part of the conventionality 

Mellor has in mind. Thus he states that "Conventions help to settle 

which propensity a given trial displays" (Mellor, 1971, p. 166), and 

coupled with the earlier remark that only one disposition is displayed, 

this seems to suggest that convention picks out only one disposition 

from a set of equally acceptable theoretical options to explain the 

displayed behaviour. 

The objection may now be stated clearly: This application of 

NTC is unacceptable to a realist. This is not to say that NTC must 

always be unacceptable -- if nature is indeed such that an intrinsic 

physical ambiguity exists, then the realist will want his theory to 

reflect this ambiguity. In Einstein's relativity, there is no 
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physical means possible for determining a one-way speed of light; the 

simultaneity of spatially separated events cannot therefore be deter

mined more accurately than within the interval of time, x/c, (where 

x is the round trip distance from a point halfway between the two 

event points to either of the event points). We can of course stipu

late the convention that the one-way speed of light is equal to its 

round trip speed -- c -- but such a stipulation can introduce no 

ontological or empirical differences into the overall theory, and so is 

arbitrary. Likewise, Grundbaum's space-time conventionality, for whico 

a unique geometry of the universe can only be empirically determined 

given a specific metric and associated definition of rigidity, entails 

no empirical or ontological distinction between universes described 

differently. This example is more controversial, but the claim at 

least is that there is a conventionality reflecting only the prefer

ence of one systematic description of the universe to another. 

Mellor's theory, on the other hand, entails an ontological, if not 

empirical, difference between situations for which the conventional 

ascription of the relevant dispositions differ. The conventionality 

Mellor hypothesizes is, as in the coin example, a conventionality as 

to which real propensity of several (either possible or actually 

present -- which alternative is not clear) is in fact displayed, and 

to what arbitrary component of the whole system the propensity is to 

be ascribed. The chance distribution of a coin's coming up heads or 

tails may thus display either the coin's bias or the bias of a tossinE 

device, and so reside either in the coin itself, or in the device, 
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respectively -- the choice is a matter of convention. But this onto

logical conventionality -- both of the real property being displayed 

in fact, and of its ontological basis, is inconsistent with a realist 

conception of science. For the realist, if propensities are to be 

taken as real physical properties, they must be ontologically unequivo

cal both in what they display and in that to which they may be 

ascribed. Either aspect, if left equivocal, seems to reintroduce the 

very ad hoc character of explanation via disposition that Mellor 

wishes to reject: for we can always explain any behaviour displayed 

in a trial by conventionally determining "which propensity a given 

trial displays" (Mellor, 1971, p. 166), and ascribing that propensity 

to whatever component of the trial is most convenient. Suppose some

thing unexpected then occurs in a later trial; this likewise can be 

explained as a display arising from another, distinct disposition, 

this latter disposition being ascribed to whatever part of the trial 

situation that has altered. (I assume that if the trial situation 

remains unaltered, then the same behaviour will continue to be dis

pl~yed, even if the ascribed disposition is purely fictional.) 

Mellor's Derivation of Propensity Values 

The consequences of Mellor's conventionalism and ultimately 

his deterministic paradigm find their final significant expression in 

his derivation of a fair coin's propensity. The derivation is based 

on symmetry considerations, and seems to be analogous to common 

scientific techniques of measurement such as the Wheatstone Bridge 

Method for determining an unknown resistance. The derivation also m3Y 
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be taken as explaining the prima facie attraction of the classical 

argument for probability determinations from ignorance -- but without 

employing the same mistaken assumptions. Finally, the method of 

derivation described seems to provide a non-frequency empirical deter-

mination of the propensity a very significant development in view of 

the frequentist challenge that propensities must ultimately be deter

mined from frequencies anyway. Nevertheless, careful consideration 

will show that the entire derivation, based as it is on the determin

istic paradigm, is fundamentally misapplied. 

Mellor's derivation begins by ascribing the propensity to the 

coin alone -- thp. tossing mechanism is not to be considered. For the 

sake of a comparison soon to be made, I will recast the derivation in 

terms of a roulette wheel rather than a coin. The wheel is a bit 

simplified: we suppose that there are only an equal number of equal 

sized intervals colored, alternately, Red (R) or Black (B). For such 

a wheel, (a) the propensity (Da) may be represented by an ordered 

triple: 

(1) <pa(R), Pa(B), Pa(Lj>, where 

(2) Pa(R) + Pa(B) + Pa(L) = 1 . 

Let 'L' stand for the dividing lines between each Rand B 

interval. Suppose next that we know what properties of wheel a are 

connected by physical laws to its propensity Da. We need not know 

in detail the nature of these connections, nor the relative impor

tance of one property compared to another. We only need to know 
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which properties are so connected. This knowledge is obviously 

~ posteriori, and the connections are contingent. Such knowledge 

entails that any remaining properties of the wheel are not so connec

ted; in particular, the labelling features -- being Red or Black -

are not so connected. If we now consider two such wheels, we can let 

S(a) be a proposition that correctly ascribes to wheel a all the 

properties connected to a's propensity, and likewise for wheel b. 

The Principle of Connectivity then asserts, for the two wheels a and 

b, that 

(3) (SbSSa)~(Db = Da) , 

i.e., if wheels a and b have all the same connected-to-propensity 

properties, then they have the same propensities. Then 

(4) (Sb "S. Sa) ~ ( Pb (R) = Pa (R)) . 

We can use an asterisk (*) to represent a hypothetical interchange in 

the unconnected labelling features Rand B, yielding: 

(5) Da* = (pa(B), Pa(R), pa(LV . 

Applying a corollary of Connectivity -- that unconnected properties do 

not make any difference relative to the propensities -- yields 

(6) (Sb::Sa*)~(Db=Da*) 

and therefore, 

(7) (Sb == Sa*) ~ (Pb (R) = Pa (B)) . 
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Suppose now that we have two such wheels a and b, i.e., 

(8) Sb:a Sa 

Then by (1) and (3) we have 

(9) Pb(R) = Pa(R) . 

Now if Pa(R) i Pa(B), it would follow from (8), (3), and (1) that 

Pb(R) i Pa(B); from this and (7) we get Sb '$ Sa*; from (8) and this 

we have Sa~Sa*. Simplifying, we have: if Pa(R) i Pa(B), then 

Sa ~ Sa*; i.e., if the propensity is not symmetric between Rand B 

for a, then there would be an asymmetry in one of the connected 

properties of a. ThUS, if the connected properties of a are sym-

metric between Rand B, then the propensi~y is symmetric for R 

and B' , letting a = b and Pa(L) = 0 we get: 

(10) Pa(R) = Pa(B) = .5 . 

It is quite instructive to compare this derivation with one 

offered by Reichenbach in his Theory of Probability (Reichenbach, 

1949). Reichenbach uses the roulette wheel -- the reason for my 

2daptation of Mellor. Although both derivations occur in quite simi-

lar contexts, they yield very different results. Before studying the 

derivation Reichenbach gives, let us examine the context of discussion 

for both authors. 



Mellor introduces his derivation by posing the following 

dilemma. Given the sentence: 

(5) The chance of heads on a toss of an unbiased coin is ~, 

what is the status of sentence 5? Is S 

(A) analytic -- where "unbiased" simply means having a chance 

of ~ -- or is S 

(B) contingent where "unbiased" is defined in terms of other 
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physical characteristics of the coin; S thus expresses a 

law connecting the chance with those physical characteristics. 

Neither of these interpretations seems to quite reflect actual usage, 

for S seems neither as trivial as in (A), nor as easily given up as 

the contingent law in (B). Mellor's answer to this dilemma is given 

in his derivation, which makes essential use of the regulative or 

methodological Principle of Connectivity. The nature of S as inter

mediate between (A) and (B) is thus explained by its dependency on 

the methodological principle, which itself is neither analytic nor 

merely contingent. The derivation is thus offered to explain how S 

is at once nontrivial, empirical, yet (almost) necessary. There is 

another feature of S: "It is a clear case of the apparently ~ priori 

knowledge of objective chance of which the classical Laplacean analy

sis is so plausible" (Mellor, 1971, p. 122). Mellor is implying that 

S seems to express an ~ priori truth, while being nevertheless non

trivial and empirical -- in short, synthetic. The significance of 

the derivation, however, is that it seeks to explain this apparent 
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~ priori character while disdaining any appeals to ignorance or in

difference. At the same time, the derivation is much like the classi

cal argument, for it claims total ge~erality and makes no appeal to 

any "principle peculiar to chance." Indeed, given Mellor's repeated 

comparisons to the classical argument, it appears that Mellor means to 

offer both an explanation of the classical argument's appeal, and a 

valid replacement. In place of indifference or ignorance, the appeal 

is to obj~ctive physical symmetries and the Principle of Connectivity. 

So much is the comparison stressed, in fact, that Sklar (1974, p. 422) 

concludes that connectivity simply is a recast of indifference, but 

this is mistaken. Mellor's principle is an acceptable methodological 

principle regularly employed in scientific measurement. So we have 

what promises to be an exciting development: propensities may be 

measured non-probabilistically, not via ignorance or frequencies, but 

by the application of general and sound methodological principles 

i.e., a new "~ priori" derivation. 

Reichenbach's derivation is also embedded in a discussion of 

the classical argument; his previous discussion, entitled "The 

So-Called A Priori Determination of the Degree of Probability" 

(Reichenbach, 1949, section 65), agrees with Mellor in rejecting the 

classical argument's appeals to equipossibility or ignorance as a 

basis for determining probabilities. There are several reasons for 

rejecting the classical approach. For one thing, it is invalid in 

that it confuses epistemic with ontological considerations: our state 

of knowledge cannot be a source for deriving objective probabilities, 
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be they frequencies or propensities. Furthermore, there is the fact 

that the classical derivation, based on equiprobability, often leads to 

contradictory results: what may strike us as an obvious ~ priori 

apportionment of equal probabilities in one case may contradict what 

strikes us as appropriate in another case. This well-known problem is 

called Bertrand's Paradox more technically, a contradiction may 

arise whenever we attempt to apportion equal probabilities to equal 

intervals for two different attribute spaces that are related non

linearily. When either is graphed onto the other via the nonlinear 

translation function, the "equally probable" intervals do not coincide. 

The paradox is taken as conclusive proof against the classical a priori 

interpretation. 

The phrase "a priori determination" should not be misunderstood 

here. Although described as "~ priori," such a determination may 

still involve empirical knowledge. For example, the classical deri

vation of a die's probability begins with the empirical observations 

to the effect that there are six faces, each alike in every observable 

respect other than labelling. From this observation, the conclusion 

is drawn that there is no reason to prefer one face over any other. 

More sophisticated methods involving perhaps some complex scanning of 

the die faces, employing several empirical laws and considerable data, 

could be used to the same end. The label "~ l--!"iori" thus does not 

rule out any ~ posteriori contribution to the probability determina

tion; it instead signifies that the derivations of probability values 

are based on nonprobabilistic considerations only, applied via an 
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~ priori principle. It is thus clear how Mellor's determination, in

volviDg ~ posteriori considerations as we have seen, nevertheless 

qualifies as an ~ priori determination. 

In contrast, the thrust of Reichenbach's discussion (Reichen

bach, 1979, pp. 352-366) is that there is "no ~ priori ascertainment 

of a degree of probability; a probability metric can be determined 

only! posteriori." This claim is based on both his rejection of the 

classical argument and his derivation, which, like Mellor's, is 

offered as a valid explanation of the classical argument's appeal. 

Most important in Reichenbach's derivation is the central role of 

previously assumed probabilities. Reichenbach's conclusion is then 

that probabilities can only be determined either by inductive deriva

tions from empirical data (frequencies or some form of the hypothetico

deductive model), or from prior probabilities. The comparison of 

Mellor and Reichenbach thus centers on the fact that Mellor seeks to 

accomplish just what Reichenbach concludes cannot be done. 

Let us now examine Reichenbach's derivation, seeking to 

develop at the same time a comparison with Mellor's treatment. As a 

first point of comparison, we have already observed that the context 

of both treatments is the same -- the viability of ! priori determin

ations. Moving into the details of Reichenbach's derivation, we are 

to assume that the wheel always starts from the same initial point, 

turning through an angle represented by the variable 'WI, measured 

in intervals of 2pi, till it stops. The Red and Black intervals 

are all equally of size dw. Reichenbach next introduces three 



fundamental assumptions of considerable generality: 

(11) The probability of a rotation angle w is determined 

by a continuous probability function 0(w). 

(12) The intervals dw are equal in size. 

(13) The size of the intervals dw are small with respect 

to the oscillations of 0(w). 
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As there are no further restrictions on 0, we can imagine some arbi

trary continuous curve representing the probability distribution for 

each interval over the angle between zero and 2pi that represents 

the wheel. This set of conditions indicates the second point of com

parison also already noted: Reichenbach assumes, while Mellor does 

not, an underlying probability metriC. 

Let us now conjecture on the physics of roulette wheels, to 

illustrate the connections between Reichenbach's conditions and 

Mellor's assumed knowledge of all connected properties. Presumably 

the wheel has certain properties -- its balance (distribution of mass), 

the sphericity of its bearings, the symmetry of the wheel's shape, 

and the equality of number and size of Red and Black intervals -- that 

all connect in some way with the probability (or propensity) of the 

wheel coming to a stop at angle w. These are the connected proper

ties Mellor speaks of; although the actual lawlike connections of 

these properties to the probability are no doubt exceedingly complex, 

they need not be known for Mellor's derivation. They need not be 
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known for Reichenbach's derivation either, for the important aspects of 

their effects on the probabilities are expressed in the three condi

tions. There are two points of comparison involved here. First, in 

view of our preceding claim, both Reichenbach and Mellor take into 

account the effects of every property connecting with the probability 

or propensity. While Mellor satisfies this requirement by stipulation 

(the assumed knowledge claim), Reichenbach implicitly satisfies this 

requirement in that his three conditions are sufficient to determine 

the probability. This claim seems born out by his success in deriving 

the probability. Yet with the exception of condition (12) which 

does specify a particular connected property -- Reichenbach's condi

tions do not mention properties of the wheel, but rather properties of 

the underlying probability metric. Nevertheless, these conditions 

clearly do summarize the significant effects of any such connected 

property. Indeed, if we apply the Principle of Connectivity to 

Reichenbach, and assume that there are two wheels with the exact sa~e 

o function, it follows that the same connected properties occur in 

exactly the same way for both wheels (except in the unlikely case that 

one property exactly cancels out the effect of another). Thus 

Mellor's principle is applicable to both treatments -- both in some 

form or another can be assumed to take into account the effects of all 

connected properties. Secondly, however, much of the difference be

tween the two accounts is explained by the greater generality of 

Reichenbach's treatment. Thus at a later point, Mellor assumes that 

all the connected properties for the two wheels are exactly the sa~e, 
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so as to ultimately derive a P(B) = P(R) = ~. Reichenbach need not 

make this unrealistic assumption, nor the further implicit assumption 

that the connected properties in wheel a exactly balance each other 

out, so as to yield the 
, 
~ value. Reichenbach instead is able to 

derive this value, to a good approximation, from even a slightly 

biased wheel, or from any imbalance in the connected properties, -- as 

long as the 0 curve remains within the specified conditions. This 

is graphically illustrated in that Mellor's assumptions would yield a 

flat 0 curve, while Reichenbach is under no such strict limitations. 

It is the greater generality of Reichenbach's conditions, furthermore, 

that account for the approximative nature of his results. Had he 

specified Mellor's flat curve for 0, he would indeed derive an exact 

~ value; instead, his more generous allowances yield only a limit 

of 0' 
~ . The approximative character of Reichenbach's treatment then 

is actually indicative of its greater generality, and is a point in 

its favor rather than against it. The point of these two comparisons, 

essentially, is that the two treatments are closer in nature than they 

may at first appear. 

Continuing now with the details of Reichenbach's derivation, 

we are told to consider a "pair" as assembled out of adjacent Red and 

Black intervals; we then can designate the largest and smallest 

values of 0 within the angle comprising a pair as 0" and 0' 

respectively. The difference in the area under the curve 0 between 

the two adjacent intervals is then no more than 

( 14 ) ( 0' I - 0') x dw . 
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Further, this difference is greatest for one such pair, which we label 

as (0" - 0') x dw. Then for a wheel with n colored intervals, max 

the sum of the differences between Rand B is no more than 

(n/2)(0" - 0') max It is now seen that 

(15) lim (n/2) x (0" - 0') x dw ~ 0 
n ~ oa max 

since (n/2)dw = pi (half the angle of the wheel) and (0" - 0') max 

goes to zero. Likewise then, although in real wheels n does not 

increase indefinitely, this formula still applies as an approximation 

when the oscillations of 0 are kept small relative to dw -- which 

accomplishes much the same thing as n increasing. These considera-

tions show that the probability of ending up on R is equal to that 

of ending up on a B (since in the limit the difference in probabili-

ties between adjacent intervals (Red and Black) goes to zero); if we 

assign a propensity to the wheel, we get 

(16) Pa(R) = Pa(B) 1 = ~ 

Having seen how Reichenbach's derivation proceeds, we arc now 

able to see a point of comparison which reflects a significant diffcr-

ence between Mellor and Reichenbach. I have commented that the 0 

function allows great generality in the connected properties and thus 

behaviour of the wheels, and we have seen how this generality, within 

the conditions specified, can be included while still yielding the 

desired results in the derivation. But the generality of 0, allow-

ing as-it does an infinite number of specific functions, reflects a 
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generality allowing a great number of different types of spins, as well 

as wheels. This factor Mellor (1971, p. 123) completely dismisses, 

stipulating instead that a "standard tossing device" be used for the 

analogous coin derivation. But tosses and spins, like snowflakes, 

may never come exactly the same way, and we have no reason on Mellor's 

considerations to think that even the smallest of differences wouldn't 

make a very large difference in the result. Thus, Reichenbach's 

derivation is much more general in that, while Mellor neglects the 

spin entirely, Reichenbach allows for any number of different spins as 

well as wheels within the conditions specified. 

This difference indicates something very interesting, in view 

of Reichenbach's implicit inclusion of all connected properties -

factors involved with the spin must be connected as well as those 

factors reflecting merely the properties of the wheel. Mellor's 

failure to include the spin in his considerations, as Sklar (1974, 

p. 422) comments, " ..• can't be right. For the chances are due not 

simply to the construction of the coin (wheel) and the lawlike connec

tions between its features and other physical features of the world, 

but to the distribution of initial conditions in coin tosses (or spins 

of the wheel -- my inserts) as well." This point is obvious if we 

consider various types of spins -- such as spins over the same exactly 

specified angle, or over certain functions of some angle, etc., as 

well as far less manipuldLed spins -- even spins qualifying as suffic

iently fair for a gambling establishment. 
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We are now in a position to understand the weakness of Mellor's 

derivation. We can approach this first by asking: what factors 

determine the extent to which connected properties affect the final 

probability distribution? In view of the above illustrations concern-

ing the spin, it appears that each connected property -- spins in 

particular -- can influence the contribution of each other connected 

property on the final distribution. For example, the wheel might be 

unbalanced in its mass in just such a way as to be cancelled by a 

complementary frictional effect in the bearings. Likewise, an im-

balance in either of these could conceivably be counteracted by unequal 

spacing in the Red and Black intervals. More importantly, any such 

imbalance or inequality could be counteracted by an appropriate spin. 

Thus the effect of any connected property seems alterable by any other 

connected property including the spinning mechanism. Less radically, 

the spinning mechanism might partially counteract the effect of some 

other connected property. But these possibilities introduce compli-

cations that Mellor glosses over. It is possible that two wheels 

exactly alike in all their connected properties might still yield 

different probability distributions when coupled with even slightly 

different spinning mechanisms. Or, two wheels might differ in just 

one connected property, but yield the same probabilities with differ-

ent spinning mechanisms. Both of these possibilities contradict the 

Principle of Connectivity -- applied as Mellor does to the wheel 

alone. Granting the validity of this principle, Mellor is thus mis-

taken in assuming that the principle can be applied to the wheel alone 
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-- i.e., that all relevant connected properties reside in the wheel 

alone. This agrees with Sklar's observation. More significantly, 

however, it is impossible to even determine if a property is connected 

without also taking into account every other potentially connected 

property, and the spinning mechanism in particular. For example, we 

can imagine some sort of magnetic spinning mechanism such that the 

metallic pigments in the Red but not the Black coloring enter into the 

factors determining the spin, with the labelling properties connected 

after all. Alternately, an inequality in the Rand B intervals 

might be unconnected if the spinning mechanism automatically compen

sated. These possibilities are limited only by one's inventiveness. 

By leaving out the spinning mechanism from his considerations, then, 

Mellor makes gratuitous assumptions about what properties in the wheel 

are connected with the propensity. Mellor is mistaken in assuming 

that one can know which properties are connected without considering 

the spin as well; this is the second fundamental error on which Mellor 

bases his derivation. 

The failure of this derivation may also be approached in a 

different way, through a point that Mellor himself advances against 

the frequency interpretation. After inviting us to consider a deck 

of cards, he notes that there are a vast number of frequencies repre

sented in the deck: one out of four cards is a club, for instance, 

and one out of thirteen cards is an ace. While these frequencies 

exist, however, it is wrong to identify them directly with probabili-

ties ~What use is there in saying that the chance of a card in a 



deck being an ace is 1/13 except in some context of manufacturing 

decks or of selecting cards from them." Thus in this context, 
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" .•• there is no obvious use for the concept of probability" (Mellor, 

1971, p. 56). The criticism is clear: the mere existence of frequen

cies does not produce probabilities. What Mellor fails to notice, 

however, is that in attempting to assign propensity values to the wheel 

or coin alone, respectively, he makes the same mistake. The issue here 

is what Reichenbach has already asserted concerning ~ priori determi

nations: no derivations of objective probability values are possible 

without at least the assumption of other, more fundamental probabilis

tic factors. Thus, while deriving the probabilities for a roulette 

wheel, Reichenbach introduces the probabilistic 0 function, which 

represents the spin as well as the wheel's properties. Mellor, how

ever, makes no such assumptions: while neglecting the spin, he 

attempts to derive the propensity values from purely nonprobabilistic 

considerations. What Mellor can do with the wheel, however, can be 

done with cards as well -- a similar derivation would no doubt yield 

a propensity of 1/13 that a card is an ace. Unfortunately, Mellor is 

right about cards and frequencies -- as cards need shuffling, coins 

need tossing, and wheels need spinning -- without these additional 

factors, there is no point in aSSigning a numerical value to hypothe

sized propensities. 

I have mentioned that Sklar accuses Mellor of employing a 

principle of ignorance in his Principle of Connectivity. This is 

mistaken, for Mellor's prinCiple is a valid prinCiple of measurement; 
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nevertheless, Mellor does surreptitiously assume the probability 

metric, via ignorance, that he is so confident about not assuming. 

The assumption, again, is the decision to neglect the spinning mech-

an ism -- which in effect sets the underlying metric function 0 = a 

constant. It is only by assuming this underlying metric that Mellor 

achieves his perfect , 
~ result, as seen from Reichenbach's derivation 

(except in very complicated cases). This metric assumes more than a 

balance between Rand B intervals for the wheel, however; it also 

includes a perfectly balanced spinning mechanism -- such that no 

interval is favored over any other. If, with Mellor, we ignore the 

spin in our considerations, then our resulting ignorance of the 

spinning mechanism's characteristics makes it seem reasonable to 

assume a perfectly balanced spin, as there is no known reason to 

expect any other more complicated kind of spin. Mellor has not in 

fact removed an appeal to ignorance, but only made it less explicit. 

An interesting question remains: what has Me:lor derived? 

An illustration will help answer this question. In order to convince 

us of the validity of Connectivity in measurement, Mellor applies 

analogous arguments to the determination of relative volumes within a 

two compartment cylinder of gas. Exploiting the law PV = nRT, he 

determines that two compartments' volumes are the same, given identi-

cal pressure, temperature, and quantity of contained gas. Taking the 

whole cylinder to have a unit volume, Mellor then presses his analogy 

by labelling one compartment Heads, the other Tails, with the result 

that each compartment has a relative volume of .5. What this 
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actually illustrates, however, is that connectivity can be employed in 

measurement when we already know, first, what properties are present, 

and second, which of these are connected (i.e., relevant) to the prop

erty being measured. Because of the gas law, for example, we already 

know that both compartments have a volume, and how to determine it, as 

the conn~cted properties are already specified. In the case of the 

roulette wheel, however, Mellor does not include all the connected 

properties despite his claim to the contrary; he thus is unable to 

derive the actual connected probability value. What then do Mellor's 

derived values characterize? 

The answers to this question vary. As these values satisfy 

the logical constraints of the probability calculus, they might -

strictly speaking -- be called "probabilities." But such "probabili

ties," like the frequencies of the face cards in a deck, clearly ful

fill no role appropriate to any concept of probability. This is 

obvious in the cylinder case: the connected properties of pressure 

and temperature, by the relation of the ideal gas law, determine 

nothing but a volume; while the values conform to the probability cal

culus, they in fact amount to merely a normalized volume measure. The 

reason for this is straightforward: any values derived via the 

Principle of Connectivity can only characterize a property connected 

to the other properties considered. If the connected property (in 

this case a volume) is not a probability in the significant sense, 

then no mathematical adjustments can turn it into one. What then of 

Mellor's "propensity" derived via (some of) the connected properties 
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of the roulette wheel? The resultant property here can only be some 

complex property constructed via the connecting properties included in 

the derivation. This property might best be described as a measure 

of the symmetry of Rand B intervals relative to certain other 

properties of the wheel -- i.e., as a measure of the wheel's bias. 

But this property -- not a significant probability at all -- is 

furthermore not the propensity Mellor thinks it is. 

Mellor's proposed ~ priori determination of the propensity 

values thus fails, as Reichenbach led us to expect. This failure re

flects, in turn, on the conventionality of Mellor's propensity ascrip

tion. As Mellor sees it, convention must determine the part of the 

whole trial situation to be labelled the chance setup. Our consider

ations have indicated, however, that no probability or propensity 

value can justifiably be assigned to anything less than the whole 

trial situation. It is thus inappropriate to assign a propensity to 

any part of the trial situation; this in turn defeats Mellor's dis

tinction between the chance setup (as the ontological base to which 

the propensity is to be ascribed) and the total trial situation. 

Finally, as Mellor's entire project is motivated by a commitment to a 

determir.istic paradigm, we are led, via a reductio, to the conclusion 

that the deterministic paradigm itself is fundamentally inappropriate 

to any account of propensities. On the other hand, we have seen how 

an indeterministic or probabilistic paradigm not only avoids the 

above difficulties, but can also constructively guide our thinking on 

these matters. While the latter paradigm has only amounted to the 



sketch of an alternative, it nevertheless hints, I believe, in the 

direction of a much more promising analysis of propensities. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

WHAT WE NEED FOR THE NEXT STEP 

The foregoing brings about as strong a case against any ex

tensional approach to objective probability as I can muster. I at 

least am convinced. In this final chapter, then, I want to summarize 

the key difficulties we have uncovered within the extensional approach, 

and glean from these a sketch of what should comprise an acceptable 

interpretation of objective chance. The path will then have been 

indicated for completing the ultimate project mentioned in the intro

duction --where a critical survey of intensional theories is required 

as well. 

To begin, let us summarize the most significant difficulties 

encountered with regard to the examined analyses of objective chance. 

(l) With regard to extensional limiting frequency conceptions, we have 

seen that all the serious proble~s arise due to the failure to expli

cate, (in Salmon's terms) the concept of objective homogeneity; or 

(in more general terms) some notion of randomness. This failure 

yields, in particular, a grave difficulty in formulating (a) any 

acceptable reference class rule, and thus, (b) any rule by which 

single case probabilities or weights may be assigned. We have further 

seen (c) that considerations from special relativity indicate the 

impossibility, in principle, of formulating an extensional limiting 

frequency conception of randomness consistent with relativistic 
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physics. These findings suggest several desiderata for an acceptable 

account of objective chance corresponding to the above; we thus require 

that any acceptable theory of objective chance (a*) avoid traditional 

kinds of reference class problems, (b*) provide an acceptable analysis 

of single case probability or weights, and (c i ) remain consistent with 

a realist construal of relativity theory. 

Of course, an acceptable explication of randomness could be 

provided easily enough within an epistemic or other limited context; 

Kyburg's frequentist conception attempts to do just this. Further, 

as Kyburg's conception utilizes finite rather than infinite sets of 

events, it avoids the relativistic problem undermining any "natural" 

ordering of infinite sequences. The resulting conception of epistemic 

homogeneity or randomness, however, cannot suffice where we are con

cerned with objective chance -- and thus objective homogeneity or 

randomness as well. These latter considerations were expanded upon in 

Chapter Three, where careful study of Kyburg's article, "Chance," 

served to indicate the need for strictly intensional, and thus purely 

objective, probabilities in science. Nevertheless, it also appeared 

that extensional frequencies may well contribute heavily to the 

(epistemic) basis from which any (even strictly intensional) notion of 

objective chance must be inferred. This finding indicates what may be 

the appropriate role of extensional freC;uencies in theories of objec

tive chance: they serve as measurements or indicators of objective 

probabilistic properties of the world, where specific (even strictly 

intensional) statements of objective chance are to be inferred from 
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these measurements. Rules of inference quite alike to those of 

Kyburg's system might function here. We thus can add two additional 

desiderata to our list: an acceptable interpretation of obj~ctive 

chance (d*) must involve a strictly intensional conception of (at least 

ontologically) objective chance; and (e*) it must explicate the appro

priate role of extensional frequencies in inferring the existence and 

values of these objective chances. 

Having found extensional frequency theories unacceptable, we 

then turned to a novel alternative: Mellor's attempt to base an 

analysis of objective chance on a personalist framework. As noted at 

the beginning of that discussion, it appeared unlikely that such an 

approach would work: this appearance was born out in our analysis. 

Mellor's conception of chance falls victim to two serious difficulties: 

the lottery pnradox problem -- which may be avoidable and the fail-

ure to constrain partial beliefs in a way appropriate to a theory of 

objective chance. Although some improvement might be gained by re

jecting Mellor's extensionalist and anti-frequentist emphases, it 

nevertheless appeared that the latter difficulty -- fundamental to the 

theory's entire personalist-based approach -- is quite unavoidable. 

Thus any attempt to base.a concept of chance on personalist partial 

beliefs seems to fail. 

The above result seems to indicate that any other such kind of 

novel approach would likewise fail. As the classical and subjectivist 

interpretations are not even admissable (Salmon, 1966, pp. 65-68), 

attempts to base objective chance on either of these is ruled out from 
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the start. Could some version of a logical interpretation of probabil

ity, however, serve as a Mellor-type basis for an analysis of objective 

chance? Again it would seem not; although a logical interpretation 

perhaps attains a kind of objectivity -- to the degree that it reflects 

some logical, semantic, or conceptual structure -- any such theory 

would still require some sort of bridge or constraint, as did Mellor's 

personalist-based theory, to reflect the necessary physical objectiv

ity. It is no more likely that this can be done here than it is with 

Mellor's theory. 

These considerations fall right in line with the condition 

(e*) stated above. Any theory of objective chance must clearly in

volve some kind of objective constraint on the chance values assigned 

by that theory. Personalist theories cannot provide any objectivity, 

while logical interpretations presumably cannot provide the right kind 

of objectivity. It thus appears that only extensional frequencies 

remain able to play the role of an (epistemic) basis from which ob

jective chance values may be inferred. 

The desiderata for an a'cceptable interpretation thus still 

consist of the five conditions we have listed. These nevertheless 

seem perfectly compatible with either an intensional frequency or pro

pensity approach. How might we legislate between these? I will 

return to that question shortly; meanwhile, we can assemble another 

set of desiderata, gleaned from our criticisms of Mellor's analysis of 

dispositions, to indicate what a propensity or single case interpre

tation should look like. First, although Mellor separates 
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propensities from objective chances, we have found this treatment 

inappropriate. Instead, it seems best to require (a') that the pro

pensity value or distribution be identified with the chance value or 

distr'ibution, respectively. For instance, if the propensity involved 

in a coin toss yields a value of ~ for heads, that should be the chance 

as well. Second, Mellor introduces a distinction between the ontologi

cal bases of propensity and chance corresponding to the above distinc

tion; this likewise appears inappropriate. We thus require that (b') 

the chance setup -- to which the propensity is ascribed -- be identi

fied with the total trial situation -- to which the chance is ascribed. 

This leads naturally to the requirement (c') that propensities be 

considered self-inducing; the alternative that the propensity's 

action is triggered by some factor within the total trial situation 

but not within the specific chance setup -- conflicts with (b'). 

These requirements further enable us to avoid that aspect of Mellor's 

conventionalism incompatible with a realist view 0f objective proba

bility; we likewise want to ensure (d') that no Nontrivial Theoretical 

Conventionalism (NTC) appear in an acceptable theory of chance. 

Finally, I argued that each of Mellor's unacceptable results seem to 

arise ultimately from the use of an inappropriate deterministic para

digm; we instead require (e') that an indeterministic or statistical 

paradigm be employed overtly to guide our intuitions on ontologically 

objective chance. 

Our assembled list of requirements (a*) through (e*) (incom

pletely) specified desiderata for any acceptable interpretation of 
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Finally, I argued that each of Mellor's unacceptable results seem to 

arise ultimately from the use of an inappropriate deterministic para

rligm; we instead require (e') that an indeterministic or statistical 

paradigm be employed overtly to guide our intuitions on ontologically 

objective chance. 

Our assembled list of requirements (a*) through (e*) (incom

pletely) specified desiderata for any acceptable interpretation of 
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objective chance; these may be applied specifically to any acceptable 

intensional frequency interpretation of chance. Requirements (all 

through (e l ), added to the above requirements (a*) through (e*), then 

specify desiderata for any acceptable propensity interpretation of 

objective chance. To what degree will these results be useful in 

evaluating the remaining intensional rival theories? They at least 

should be useful, it seems, in making us wary of falling victim to the 

same kinds of difficulties that defeat the extensionalist conceptions. 

Despite the usefulness the above desiderata may demonstrate in 

evaluating rival intensional theories, a problem remains. How are we 

to choose between the two kinds of intensional theories i.e., 

between intensional frequency theories, and intensional single case or 

propensity theories? What indeed are the significant differences? 

A little insight for this question has been provided by our extensional 

theory survey: the limiting extensional frequency theory at least is 

unable to countenance single case probabilities, having to settle 

instead on single case weights. This weakness appeared to be inherent 

in limiting frequency approaches generally. We thus may expect a 

single case problem to reappear in intensional frequency interpreta

tions as well. However, as Salmon has maintained, this difficulty is 

of little significance as long as some philosophically sound method of 

assigning weights can be prescribed. The limiting extensional fre

quency interpretation fails in this as well~ but here the fault lies 

in the extensional emphasis of the interpretation; if intensional 

frequency interpretations can succeed in this where extensional 
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interpretations fail, the single case problem should therefore not loom 

as a very great concern. 

What else distinguishes these two intensional approaches to 

objective chance? The key difference would seem to be the following: 

while the propensity approach applies strict intensionality to single 

objects or events, the intensional frequency approach distributes this 

strict intensionality universally over all objects or events. Again, 

while the propensity interpretation ascribes an incomplete or probabil

istic causal disposition to individuals, the intensional frequency 

alternative ascribes an irreducibly probabilistic and indeterministic 

character to the universe as a whole. The distinction thus seems to be 

one of scope -- the scope under which we interpret statements of 

strictly intensional chance. Notice, however, that the same kind of 

scope distinction can be applied as well to statements of strictly 

intensional universal generalizations, i.e., universal laws. Does the 

law -- "All copper conducts electricity" therefore ascribe conduc-

tivity to each actual or possible sample of copper, or does it assert 

a general relation that, of all actual or possible things, if any were 

copper, they would conduct electricity? There may not even be a dif-

ference here and the very close interconnections between counter-

factuals, laws, and dispositions seems to bear this out further. Let 

us therefore consider it a tentative hypothesis that, except for per

haps pragmatic matters such as convention and theoretical simplicity, 

there is no significant difference between intensional frequency and 

propensity construals of chance. Can more confident rulings on this, 
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as well as on what kind of intensional conception comprises an accept

able theory of chance, be made? I very much expect so; nevertheless, 

these rulings will have to await the results of that ultimate· project 

of which the present dissertation is only a part. 
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